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Foreword
Dr. Thomas Borén, President | Swedish Society for Anthropology and  

Geography www.ssag.se

Swedish Society for Anthropology and Geography, the owner and publisher of kritisk 
etnografi – the Swedish Journal of Anthropology, has a long and stable history of academic 
publishing. The Society, since long an open non-profit association based on membership, 
dates back to 1873 and has from the very start published scientifically. First in anthropology 
1873 to 1877, and from 1877 to 1880 in one journal devoted to anthropology and another 
devoted to geography. In 1881, the two series merged into one. It was named Ymer and is 
still published. In 1919, the Society started the international journal Geografiska Annaler, this 
year celebrating volume 100 in two series concerned with human geography and physical 
geography respectively. Over the years the Society has also, when timely, been involved in 
the production of atlases and other geographic and anthropological works and always with 
a concern for the highest of academic standards – in content, in form and in distribution 
– following but also taking lead in pushing pertinent issues and agendas. Our new journal 
kritisk etnografi is no exception to this. 

In the statutes of the Society, one of the main objectives is to support anthropology 
and geography and one of the best ways to fulfil this aim is to make research results 
within our subjects available for further discussion in and beyond academia. However, 
no research is ever better than its methods and heuristics allow, and what could then be 
more nourishing than a journal devoted to the critical inquiry of and into ethnography as a 
research practice? Discussing and scrutinizing not only ethnographic ideas, research results 
and textual strategies but also its grounding methods, practices and analytical imaginaries? 
Confident of the topical relevance of the new journal, anchored as it is in the networks of 
the research communities throughout Sweden and beyond, and backed by Sweden’s eldest 
anthropological and geographical society, we believe kritisk etnografi will make a significant 
and important contribution to not only the landscape of academic journals but also to 
furthering and deepening debates on the human condition. It is thus with great joy and 
pride we now launch its inaugural issue.

http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1232322&dswid=-2266
http://www.ssag.se
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Fostering Engaged and Responsible 
Scholarship: Global Scope, Local Relevance 
and Public Engagement
Sten Hagberg | Professor of Cultural Anthropology and Director of Forum for Africa Studies, 

Uppsala University

Jörgen Hellman | Associate Professor of Social Anthropology, School of Global Studies  
 University of Gothenburg

Introduction
The launching of this inaugural issue of the journal kritisk etnografi – Swedish Journal of 
Anthropology marks both historical continuity and future-oriented innovation. The journal 
is for sure a nouveau-né in the family of publications of Swedish Society for Anthropology 
and Geography (Geografiska Annaler, Series A, and Geografiska Annaler, Series B, and Ymer), 
as well as in the anthropological scholarly publications in Sweden and internationally. At 
the same time, kritisk etnografi draws on 145 years history of SSAG, a scholarly association 
founded in 1873, in the time of European exploration and expansion, that took its current 
name combining anthropology and geography in 1877. The long and sometimes problematic 
past of SSAG constitutes an entry-point and challenge for kritisk etnografi – the journal 
does not just build on the past but it aims to foster critical regards on anthropological 
scholarship and its historical trajectories. In present days, when ethnography is claimed by so 
many scholars and disciplines outside of anthropology the critical historical perspectives are 
badly needed. In kritisk etnografi, we seek to situate and examine ethnography as historically 
grounded scholarly practice and reflect upon what it stands for today in its multifarious 
shapes and articulations. Yet, the discipline of anthropology is not the same as it was at the 
time of SSAG’s foundation; the continuity is institutional rather than thematic, structural 
rather than processual.

The inaugural issue of kritisk etnografi is largely composed of articles emanating from 
the 2016 Vega Symposium when Didier Fassin – James D. Wolfensohn Professor of Social 
Science at the Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, USA – was awarded the SSAG’s Medal 
in Gold. The theme of the Symposium was “The Public Presence of Anthropology”. It aimed 
to address the public relevance and importance of anthropology, as well as, the complex 
issues raised by the interactions with publics. In this introductory note, we delineate some 
guiding ideas of kritisk etnografi – Swedish Journal of Anthropology, and seek to show how the 
public presence is a central aspect of critical ethnography. 

http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1232317&dswid=-8740
mailto:sten.hagberg%40antro.uu.se?subject=
mailto:jorgen.hellman%40globalstudies.gu.se?subject=
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Scope and relevance
The journal aims to promote critical ethnographic voices and perspectives of the current 
global situation: unprecedented global flows of people and things; global connectedness 
and instant communication; escalating political and social tensions; growing forms of 
authoritarian backlashes undermining fundamental democratic achievements; and, at the 
same time, new social and cultural processes of multiculturalism, global development, social 
change and popular protest. The journal seeks to capture societal transformations and global 
change from multiple ethnographic voices and perspectives. It also wants to promote new 
forms of societal and cultural engagements, critical reflections on the craft of ethnography, 
and collaborative joint-authorships.

First, kritisk etnografi will have a global geographic scope. Articles may be about any 
place in the world addressing situated issues, conflicts and engagements. It reflects the need 
for a critical ethnography on how entities such as the global and the local are constituted, 
formed, compartmentalised and interrelated through social, political, economic and 
cultural processes. The notion of critical ethnography incorporates reflexive inquiry into its 
methodology, implying that the individual researcher is intrinsically linked to those being 
studied and thus inseparable from their context.

Secondly, kritisk etnografi will promote inter-disciplinary approaches. Anthropology 
covers all aspects of human life, and has always been inspired by ideas from other disciplines, 
such as sociology, linguistics, philosophy, and political science, resulting in a myriad of 
sub-disciplines, such as, psychological anthropology, medical anthropology, political 
anthropology, economic anthropology, and gender anthropology, to name but a few. 

Thirdly, kritisk etnografi will aim to promote new forms of public engagement beyond 
the academia. As a matter of fact, contemporary anthropologists increasingly experiment 
with various forms of engagement. The journal will support the “engaged” and “public” 
aspects of the discipline to increase the anthropological presence in the current public 
debates. Such engagements favour collaborative, joint-authorships, e.g. between junior and 
senior scholars, between scholars from the global North and South, scholars and activists, 
scholars and professionals.

The historical legacy of SSAG represents an important asset; the Society stands for 
stability, recognition and tradition, coupled with openness, engagement and curiosity. 
Continuing the tradition of SSAG to work in close cooperation with other organisations, 
the journal has good working relations with Swedish Anthropological Association (SANT), 
and will therefore offer a particularly lively and engaging window of what is going on in, and 
through Swedish anthropology today, without being limited to Sweden.

The name kritisk etnografi (‘critical ethnography’ in Swedish) signals a focus on 
ethnography and the ways in which ethnography is conducted, invented and transformed. 
Swedish anthropology and the SSAG have a longstanding tradition of promoting 
ethnographic fieldwork as a basis for the discipline. Moreover, the name aims to promote 
critical reflections on the craft and practice of ethnography itself. Today when so many 
disciplines and scholars do ethnography the forms and shapes of ethnographic work should 
be subjected to scrutiny and debate. The Swedish name signals that the journal takes as its 
point of departure the Swedish-based academic anthropology and its many outlooks to 
the world. The country has well-established and respected anthropological traditions but 
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nowadays it lacks a journal through which what happens in and in relation to Swedish 
anthropology is known.

The purpose is to develop solid, responsible and engaged scholarship of high standard 
that may complement mainstream international anthropological journals in terms of 
ethnographic practice, societal engagement, and disciplinary exploration in a truly global 
endeavour. The setup of close organisational links and well-established networks to 
anthropologists across the world offer a way of providing voices from the world through 
the networks of scholars and universities in a country in Northern Europe. Today, Swedish 
Anthropologists have special relationships with many relatively unknown academic 
traditions, in countries like Burkina Faso, Mali, Indonesia, Uganda, Ghana, Mozambique, 
Bolivia, Colombia, India, Malaysia, China, and Japan.

Hence, while being based in Swedish anthropology, kritisk etnografi provides a venue 
for anthropological voices from both “global South” and “global North” to be heard in 
the academic community and in public debate. The uniquely “Swedish perspective” of 
the journal is grounded in the Swedish tradition of international engagement in conflict 
resolution, humanitarian aid, generous stately development budget (through Swedish 
International Development Cooperation Agency, Sida), various NGOs, and solidarity in 
refugee politics and policies. This twentieth century Swedish legacy has resulted also in rich 
international networks that Swedish anthropologists maintain with colleagues, students, 
and other actors, not the least in the “global South”.

The instant online publication of the journal without any restrictions whatsoever 
is a concrete way to make ethnographic voices heard well beyond the discipline. In this 
vein, the journal seeks to strengthen anthropological voices in, and about, current public 
debates on cultural differences and similarities that sometimes too easily sway into the field 
of xenophobia and racism, and, at the same time, discuss the methodological, ethical, and 
epistemological problems of this engagement as particular forms of critical ethnography. 

Swedish-ness, Language and Public Presence
One ambition is to situate debates and discussions, perspectives and practices from 
different vantage points. The “Swedish-ness” is not a return to nationalist sentiments but 
a way to encourage perspectives on society and culture in interaction with the Swedish 
anthropological community. We aim to reach out to all anthropologists, scholars, and 
practitioners in adjoining fields, particularly those interested in ethnographically grounded 
research that offers alternatives to the contemporary international Anglo-Saxon mainstream. 
We use English, as a major international language, in order to reach as wide international 
audience as possible. Yet in each issue, there will be a section with reports and news from 
the Swedish anthropological community. In this inaugural issue, we publish all abstracts of 
PhD dissertations in cultural and social anthropology defended at Swedish universities since 
2016.

The inaugural issue of kritisk etnografi – Swedish Journal of Anthropology publishes three 
articles presented at the Vega Symposium on 20 April 2016 on the theme The Public Presence 
of Anthropology, and one article on Swedish anthropology. The symposium highlighted the 
work of Professor Didier Fassin. From a basis in medical anthropology, Professor Fassin has 
developed his research towards a broad humanitarian anthropology – sometimes called “a 
critical moral anthropology” – focusing on marginalised and vulnerable groups, and the 
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public institutions that contribute to make them vulnerable. He has highlighted humanity 
and state machineries in a way that also connects to Swedish public debate, and is likely to 
serve as a source of inspiration for Swedish anthropologists.

The work of Fassin ties nicely into the foundational ideas of kritisk etnografi. The research 
he presented on the Vega Symposium suggests a critical approach to the public presence of 
anthropology. The article highlights the afterlife of ethnography, when research results have 
been published and, at best, discussed in the public. But, Fassin recognises, “[g]oing public 
[…] means taking some risk”. Such risks both involve unpleasant moments when those 
who feel threatened by the anthropologists who speak truth to power try to delegitimise the 
researcher, discredit the work, block the career, prosecute them, or prevent the continuation 
of research, and more subtle and ambivalent forms, such as the compromises accepted, when 
the researchers become the official expert for public authorities or private corporations.

The Vega Symposium also included other eminent scholars. Professor Margaret Lock 
presented her work on protean biologies. In her article, Lock points out that “[t]he human 
genome is no longer recognised as the origin of life but, rather, as ‘reactive’ to environments 
external and internal to the body”. Moreover, the genome is inherently unstable, meaning 
that “the very ‘nature’ of what it is to be human is being revised on the basis of accumulating 
knowledge brought to light when mapping the human genome, with enormous consequences 
for reflecting upon and understanding ourselves”.

Another speaker was Professor Thomas Hylland Eriksen who talked on being irrelevant 
in the relevant way. Eriksen claims that universities must find new ways of being irrelevant, 
and “the subversive, engaged, open, imaginative and knowledgeable perspectives represented 
by anthropology when it is at its best, are needed more than ever”. 

A fourth speaker was invited to the Vega Symposium: Professor Saba Mahmood. Yet 
she had to cancel due to illness. Her announced presentation – Anthropology for Embattled 
Times: How Can We Live Differently? – would have fitted nicely with the other three papers. 
Her spirit informed the 2016 Vega Symposium. Sadly, Professor Mahmood passed away on 
10 March 2018.

 In a very personal, reflective article, Professor Ulf Hannerz writes about past and 
present of Swedish anthropology, in what he terms “an assemblage of recollections, opinions 
and attempted overview”. Hannerz outlines a public anthropology for Swedes. First, it 
is a matter of good citizenship – offering knowledge and insights which people outside 
anthropology may find valuable. Second, not doing it is living dangerously. “If we do not tell 
the wider public what we do, it will not know, or (perhaps even worse) mistakenly believe 
it knows what we do – like still studying mostly ‘primitives’”. Hannerz calls for a public 
anthropology that also involves writing in Swedish and engagement with the media. 

What’s next?
The journal kritisk etnografi – Swedish Journal of Anthropology will be published with two issues 
per year, instantly available online and accessible to the large public. Next issue will gather 
papers on Municipal Ethnography, bringing together anthropological research on political 
practice and democratic culture in municipalities and districts across the world. Upcoming 
issues will touch upon health and wellbeing, and political moralities. Furthermore, reports 
on ongoing projects and programmes in Swedish anthropology will be published on a 
regular basis. The 2019 Vega Symposium will award another leading anthropologist, leading 
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to an issue of kritisk etnografi. Plans are underway, themes pondered upon, and a Swedish 
public anthropology is emerging.

So, dear readers, welcome to kritisk etnografi – Swedish Journal of Anthropology: Enjoy 
the reading! Engage with the articles! And, share it!  
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The Public Presence of Anthropology 
A Critical Approach
Didier Fassin | James D. Wolfensohn Professor of Social Science 

Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

In October 1989, France paid tribute to its most famous anthropologist, Claude Lévi-
Strauss, by organizing a sumptuous exhibition at the Musée de l’Homme, of which he had 
been the deputy director forty years earlier. The masterpiece on display was a superb canoe 
brought by a delegation of Haida Indians from British Columbia who had rowed up the 
Seine River in the weeks before the opening of the event. Notwithstanding the fact that 
the French anthropologist was known for his work in Brazilian Amazonia more than the 
Canadian Northwest, he and his third wife joined their guests with good grace in the final 
portion in Paris, between the Bridge of Iéna and the City Hall, accompanied by the Natives’ 
ritual chanting (Casajus 1996). This public apotheosis in the most conventionally exotic 
representation of the discipline consecrated a man who had been elected eight years prior 
by 448 journalists, writers, artists and scholars, the most influential francophone intellectual 
alive, before Raymond Aron and Michel Foucault, a ranking which Pierre Bourdieu 
ironically called a chart show – in fact, he himself occupied the 36th position far behind 
the media personality Bernard-Henri Lévy (Bourdieu 1984). This exhibition was only one 
of the numerous homages that the author of The Savage Mind would receive in the last two 
decades of his life, the publication in 2008 of his works in the prestigious series La Pléiade 
usually reserved for dead greats not being the least. Yet, conspicuously, the anthropologist 
thus honoured by his country was a discreet man known for staying away from the major 
debates of a time with which he declared having little affinity, preferring the silence of his 
office in the library of the Collège de France to the clamour of the public sphere. One of his 
colleagues wrote that “to the members of his team in Paris, the image he evoked above all was 
the nearly permanently closed doors of his study” (Bloch 2009). He himself confessed: “For 
twenty years, I would get up at dawn, drunk with myths – truly I lived in another world” 
(Lévi-Strauss 1991: 80). How to account, then, for his formidable public recognition?

Interestingly, the intellectual retreat that he cherished at the Collège de France, where 
he was elected in 1959 after two failed attempts, had not always been typical of his relation 
to the world, and during the 1930s, he had even been tempted by a political career, dreaming 
to become the philosopher of the Socialist Party and join a ministry of the Popular Front 
(Bertholet 2008). It is in New York where he spent seven years at the New School for 
Social Research after having escaped from Vichy France in 1941 that he definitely turned to 

* This essay is a revised version of the lecture that I delivered on the 20th of April 2016 at the Royal Swedish 
Academy of Sciences on the occasion of the Vega symposium organized by the Swedish Society for Anthropology 
and Geography to celebrate the Gold Medal which it had awarded me. Although I expanded the original text, 
I have tried to retain its spirit and even its letter so as to preserve the memory of this event and of those who 
attended it.

http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1232256&dswid=2382
mailto:dfassin%40ias.edu?subject=
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anthropology, writing The Elementary Structures of Kinship, which would gain him the esteem 
of his colleagues in the United States. But as soon as he returned to France, he accepted the 
invitation to participate in a panel of social scientists that UNESCO tasked with a reflection 
on the “race question,” which had haunted the organization in the aftermath of World War 
II. The result was the publication in 1952 of Race and History, a short essay that remains 
more than half a century later a reference manifesto for cultural relativism and anti-racism. 
Even the “fairly pretty scandal,” as he called it, caused by the sequel, Race and Culture, two 
decades later, at the request again of UNESCO, did not suffice to taint the original piece, 
despite its Malthusian affirmation that racial prejudices and hostility between groups were 
the ineluctable consequence of the uncontrolled global demographic growth (Stoczkowski 
2008). However, the book that would bring him fame was a memoir published in 1955, 
Tristes Tropiques, which received generous praise and sold 55,000 copies in the following 
decade. The jurors of the famous Goncourt Prize even expressed their regret at not being 
able to grant the travelogue their accolade, which could only be awarded to fiction. In fact, 
more than its literary audacity or its scientific boldness, it was its humanism, longing for 
a lost world and critical of the modern one, that seduced its readership regardless of the 
problematically derogatory comments on India and on Islam scattered throughout the pages 
(Debaene 2008). Widely acclaimed, these two works nevertheless had their opponents. The 
thesis of Race and History had deeply irritated Roger Caillois, the influential founding editor 
of the journal of UNESCO, who claimed the superiority of Western civilization (Wendling 
2010). The publication of Tristes Tropiques alienated Paul Rivet, the director of the Musée 
de l’Homme, who considered it of no academic value and refused to receive its author 
(MacClancy 1996). But each time he was attacked, Lévi-Strauss retorted virulently, more at 
ease with academic jousts than with public debates.

Why evoke, on the occasion of this symposium, an anthropologist whose engagement 
with contemporary issues seems, at least in the last five decades of his long life, so foreign 
to my own vision of the public presence of our discipline? Beyond the plausible nostalgia 
of a past when an anthropologist could be cited as the most influential living intellectual 
and even called, after the publication of Structural Anthropology, “a hero of our time” by 
Susan Sontag (1963), there are two main reasons for it. First, Lévi-Strauss’s glorious epic 
complicates the common image of the public intellectual. While he could have epitomized 
this classic French figure illustrated by Émile Zola and Jean-Paul Sartre, it is disconcertingly 
at the moment when he reached the academic pinnacle that he superbly retired to his office 
and even his country house, refused to get involved in the issues and movements of his time, 
and occasionally proclaimed theses in defence of cultural identities that received laudation 
from the far right. Provocatively, he affirmed that he “does not care” about the “utility for 
the present world” of his “interest in things that do not exist anymore,” and even described 
himself as an “old right-wing anarchist” while insisting on his intellectual “debt” to Marx 
(Lévi-Strauss 1985). In this respect, his uncompromising independence of mind should 
definitely be acknowledged. Second, the celebration of Lévi-Strauss is an invitation to reflect 
on the sociological conditions of possibility of becoming a public intellectual. In his case, it 
is the rare combination of institutional legitimacy, with the Collège de France and later the 
Académie française, and popular recognition, through his travelogue, two elements which 
he certainly craved but which were somewhat in tension as, in the scholarly world, fame 
does not always enthuse one’s peers. But perhaps more importantly, two general historical 
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conditions have to be taken into account. One concerns the structure of the media world: it 
was then undergoing a major transition, but the written press and its journalists still carried 
weight in the public sphere and, although media-friendly personalities were increasingly 
visible, the image of the intellectual remained vivid, with Lévi-Strauss outliving Foucault, 
Roland Barthes and Jacques Lacan. It is not certain that it would be possible for anyone to 
occupy the same position in today’s world of social media and cable television. The other 
entails his very positioning away from major public engagements: by not having signed the 
Manifesto of the 121 against the Algerian War in 1960, by not having participated in the 
effervescence of the May 1968 Movement, and by dedicating his life to the erudite study of 
vanishing cultures, he could appear in the last years of the twentieth century as a sage situated 
above the fray (Keck 2008). Paradoxically, for many, his assumed distance from the media 
and politics was his best asset. In a period of growing anxieties regarding the globalization 
of a postcolonial world and the transformation of the moral order, Lévi-Strauss offered the 
reassuring image of a reclusive scholar occasionally leaving his study to deliver profound 
reflections on exotic beliefs and practices that elevated the debate on contemporary issues to 
the level of the history of humankind, with a zest of wistful conservatism. It was what the 
public, in France, expected from anthropology.

By taking this major, albeit atypical, figure – the most American of French 
anthropologists and the most secretive of France’s intellectuals – to exemplify the public 
presence of the social science, I therefore want to emphasize the diversity and ambiguities, 
the serendipity and determinants of this public presence that most of its advocates tend to 
minimize or ignore. There is no doubt for me that making anthropology enter the public 
sphere and participate in democratic conversations is desirable and even crucial, especially in 
the hard times contemporary societies are experiencing. To be clear in this respect, I consider 
that the threat that they face comes less from crime, terrorist attacks, the influx of refugees 
and migrants, or other real issues to which they are confronted and which I certainly do 
not want to lessen, than from the responses they offer to these issues as they are dictated by 
both fear and the political exploitation of fear – which serve to justify the mass incarceration 
of African Americans in the United States, the oppression of Palestinians in the Occupied 
Territories, the persecution of Shias in Saudi Arabia, the pogroms against Zimbabweans in 
South Africa, the repression of Muslim minorities in East Asia, or the rejection of migrants 
and refugees in Europe – Sweden being, along with Germany, a notable exception to this 
disgraceful trend of recent years. “A scholar can hardly be better employed than in destroying 
a fear,” wrote Clifford Geertz (1984: 263), whom I had the honour to succeed at the Institute 
for Advanced Study. The aphorism is especially relevant if we substitute “fear” with “politics 
of fear” – although to destroy it unreasonably exceeds the anthropologists’ power. 

However, my intention is not to advocate for a public social science. Others have done 
so. My aim is instead to reflect on and account for what is at stake when the work of social 
scientists is made public (Fassin 2015). From this perspective, I prefer to be analytic rather 
than programmatic, to study cases rather than promote a model, to adopt a critical stance 
rather than assert a normative posture. 

*

There have been, in the past decade, various calls for a public social science. On the one 
hand, Rob Borofsky (2000: 9-10) has pleaded for a “public anthropology,” creating a book 
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series and a research centre dedicated to the mission of engaging “issues and audiences 
beyond today’s self-imposed disciplinary boundaries.” Both words – issues and audiences 
– are important in this project, since its promoter considers that it is necessary to address 
“critical concerns” and invigorate “public conversations.” Deploring “our general intellectual 
isolation and insulation from the world’s problems,” he contrasts it with what had been the 
earlier engagement of anthropology “to intellectually explore where and how it wanted” 
for the benefit of more than “professional colleagues.” For him, “objectivity lies less in 
the pronouncement of authorities than in conversations among concerned parties.” On 
the other hand, Michael Burawoy (2005: 5-6) argues for a “public sociology,” observing 
that “the original passion for social justice, economic equality, human rights, sustainable 
development, political freedom, and simply a better world that drew so many of us 
to sociology is channelled in the pursuit of academic credentials,” but at the same time 
admitting that in recent years “the aspiration for public sociology has become stronger.” The 
latter, which is one of the four modes of practicing his discipline, with policy, professional 
and critical sociology, comprises two sorts of public sociology: one, “traditional,” refers 
to the readers, listeners and viewers of social scientists’ lectures, books, articles, opinion 
papers, radio programs, and documentary films, who constitute a largely “invisible” public; 
the other, “organic,” concerns the people with whom social scientists work, be they non-
governmental organizations, neighbourhood associations, labour movements, trade unions, 
who often represent a “counter-public.” For both authors, then, the issue is the mobilization 
of their discipline beyond what they describe as an academic enclosure, with the idea of 
reviving a lost continent of public engagement on public issues. Theirs is a normative stance.

By speaking of public ethnography, I do not intend to coin a new phrase or delimit a 
new domain; I simply want to open a different perspective. My project is to apprehend some 
of the stakes and challenges relative to the public presence of the social sciences, and more 
specifically of ethnographic work. Ethnography is often purely conceived of as a method, 
in line with Bronislaw Malinowski’s (2014) famously enthusiastic account of his fieldwork 
among the Trobriands. It has also been thought of as writing in accordance with the 
etymology of the word, especially after the collection edited by James Clifford and George 
Marcus (2010). The dual dimension of fieldwork and writing, which typically follows an 
almost linear chronological development from the former to the latter, implies that the 
ethnographic work ends with the sending of a final manuscript to a publisher. The point 
I want to make is that the story continues afterward. The encounter with publics – which 
has in fact probably begun earlier in the research – is part and parcel of the anthropological 
enterprise. Public ethnography involves two distinct but complementary ideas. First, it 
questions the specificity of the publicization of ethnography, as opposed to other empirical 
ways of producing knowledge in the social sciences. Second, it resorts to the ethnographic 
approach to study this publicization, making it an object of inquiry. Having developed its 
various expressions in a previous series of essays (Fassin 2017), I will limit my discussion here 
to some of the operations involved in the process via which ethnography comes to be public. 
Two are of particular relevance: popularization and politicization. They are independent of 
each other but are often combined since the former facilitates the latter.

Popularization means making one’s intellectual production both accessible and likeable. 
Conversely, as Philippe Descola (1996: 210) observes in an essay in which he recounts his 
decision to write a travelogue à la Lévi-Strauss the conventions of anthropological writing 
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lead to “a certain standardization of the forms of description, the more or less exclusive use 
of the analytical categories recognized by the profession, and the self-imposed avoidance 
of the expression of too obviously subjective opinions.” Indeed, the hermeticism of many 
anthropological works, which probably contributes to their quasi-disappearance from general 
bookstores, is often associated with a dual process through which the discipline claims its 
academic place as a science while its members constitute themselves as a professional group. 
On the one hand, the complexity of the phenomena analyzed and the sophistication of the 
thinking involved would call for a specialized language as is the case for physics or biology, 
with the difference that anthropologists combine it with philosophical components. On 
the other, the building of a scholarly community would require both the reproduction of 
a normalized habitus and the establishment of an exclusive communication among peers, 
keeping laypersons at a distance, an attitude rendered all the more indispensable since the 
topics studied, when they are not exotic, may seem familiar enough to let anyone believe 
that they have achieved expertise in them. 

Against these two trends, popularization supposes a double reaction. First, it asserts 
an affinity of anthropology with literature, without reducing it to a literary exercise. Such 
recognition implies to take seriously “the anthropologist as writer” in Helena Wulff’s 
words (2016). Second, it means that addressing a broad readership should not be, for 
the anthropological community, an embarrassment and, for the author, a definitive 
renouncement to an academic career and the respect of one’s colleagues. The impossibility 
for Margaret Mead, the most popular anthropologist of her time, to obtain her peers’ 
recognition and find a university position suggests, indeed, that the exercise is not entirely 
devoid of risk (Mitchell 1996). Being currently engaged with an illustrator in the translation 
of Enforcing Order into what I have suggested to call a graphic investigation, I still have to see 
how criminologists will react to this experimental genre. As I reveal in the epilogue of Prison 
Worlds, the book in which I found my inspiration while writing the ethnography of a French 
correctional facility was neither Foucault’s Discipline and Punish nor Erving Goffman’s 
Asylums, both of which I hold in high esteem and discuss at some length in the conclusion, 
but Dostoyevsky’s Memoirs from the House of the Dead – not because of possible similarities 
between penal institutions in nineteenth century Siberia and twenty-first century France, 
but because of the unique way in which the author combines a faithful account of prison 
life and a broader reflection on the human plight. The fascinating conversations I have had 
with prisoners, guards and wardens as well as with journalists, activists and politicians, who 
had read the book, have convinced me that it is possible to render, through the work of 
writing, something of the carceral condition, even if one inmate rightly told me that I could 
not understand their experience for not having been myself incarcerated. Through these 
exchanges, I realized that the effort to reach out for broader audiences opened new avenues 
for public debates on punishment. I was thus invited to give lectures in the Ministry of 
Justice, at the National Law School, and to lawyers’ organizations, but also to participate 
in local initiatives aiming at rethinking the punitive moment. This leads me to the second 
operation involved in publicization.

Politicization is a polysemous and even ambiguous word. I do not use it here in the 
restricted sense of the political arena, but more broadly in relation with both polis and policy. 
The former is associated with discussion, the latter with action. The reference to polis suggests 
multiple forums where issues are debated with all concerned and willing individuals. Some of 
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these forums are constituted as such, a meeting with a local organization for instance, while 
others are indefinite, the audience of a radio program for example. This perspective is in line 
with Jürgen Habermas’s theory of communicative action (1985), although it recognizes the 
unequal access of many to the public sphere and the existence of subaltern counterpublics, 
as Nancy Fraser (1990) argues. A potential contribution of anthropologists to such forums 
consists of making their work, their material and their reflection available to such open 
discussion, while trying to identify those who are not easily accessed and acknowledging the 
legitimacy of alternative publics – two tasks for which their ethnography may prepare them. 
Under these circumstances, their intellectual production can be appropriated, contested 
or diverted by the agents who receive it. The argument of academic authority can have no 
place here, although the actuality of the authoritative voice of the ethnographer should not 
be denied or minimized either. The first opinion paper I published in Le Monde in 1996, 
at the time of the sans-papiers movement, was aimed at correcting the false representation 
of undocumented migrants in the media as well as in political discourses. Whereas they 
were commonly described as illegal workers who had clandestinely entered the country, this 
depiction being reinforced by images of migrants found in the hold of ships or the back 
of trucks, the research I was conducting at the time showed that the majority of them had 
previously possessed residency permits and only became undocumented after changes in the 
law or its enforcement. Faithfully reflecting my demonstration that the government itself 
produced most of the irregularity it combated, the newspaper entitled the piece: “The state 
and the illegals”. 

The interactions with the world of policy involve a different space, which is more 
directly related to action. However, it is not limited, as is often assumed, to so-called 
decision-makers to whom social scientists would serve as experts, but includes various 
counter-powers, such as non-governmental organizations, social movements and political 
parties, which may also use their expertise. These interactions are often deemed scientifically 
impure and ethically dangerous. Indeed, the knowledge shared with the agents can be 
manipulated or instrumentalized for questionable purposes. Yet, there is no reason why 
such practices should not be considered a legitimate form of the public presence of social 
scientists to the extent that they exercise a critical approach. Thus, they may contribute to 
the growing domain of critical policy studies advocated by Chris Shore and Susan Wright 
(1997). However, there are limits to such collaboration, as politicians and, for that matter, 
activists as well may try to exploit the authority of scholars for their own benefit. Having 
earlier conducted some research on mental health issues, I was solicited in 2008 by the 
health minister, Roselyne Bachelot, to chair the national committee on suicide, but having 
observed how academics had served as “spoils of war” – the term in use – by the right-
wing government of the time to legitimize its policies, I politely declined the proposal. The 
cabinet had no difficulty finding an alternate who readily accepted. 

Popularization and politicization do not exhaust the multiple operations potentially 
involved in the encounter with publics. I will mention three more: education, estheticization, 
and judicialization. First, transmission of anthropological knowledge seems generally limited 
to academic audiences, whether students or colleagues, but there are exceptions, and it is said 
that the television programs hosted by Fredrik Barth have significantly contributed to making 
Norway an improbable pocket of prosperity for public anthropology, although he stated in 
a 2001 interview that France was the country where this tradition was the liveliest (Howell 
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2010). This pedagogic process sometimes takes singular forms. I once attended a talk given 
by a commissioner in charge of the public relations of her law enforcement agency and was 
surprised to learn that police academies now had anthropology classes. When I asked who 
taught them, she answered that it was officers of the intelligence services. Second, museums 
offer to their visitors an estheticized version of anthropology, and Benoît De l’Estoile (2007) 
has devoted a study to their history in France from the 1931 Exposition Coloniale to the 
2007 Museum of First Arts on the Quai Branly. Unexpectedly, a few years ago, the curator 
of an exhibition titled “Others. Being Savages from Rousseau to the Present” contacted me a 
few weeks before its opening after having read my description of how the police regarded the 
youths of the housing projects as savages in their jungle and wore badges that represented 
ferocious animals attacking supposedly hostile neighbourhoods. He could thus show in his 
catalogue reproductions of these ominous insignia. Finally, anthropologists are sometimes 
requested to testify in court to shed light on a context or a problem related to the case being 
adjudicated, and Anthony Good (2007) often served as an expert in the British asylum court 
to describe for the immigration judges the cultural and political contexts of the countries 
from which the claimants came. Similarly, at the first lawsuit brought in France by people 
belonging to minorities against the ministry of the interior for racial discrimination by the 
police, the lawyers asked me to write, as amicus curiae, a report on the subject based on my 
observations. This testimony was probably marginal in the case, but for the first time, racial 
profiling in policing was acknowledged in court and the government was condemned. 

Each of the modalities of public intervention I have evoked requires negotiation 
skills (how to interact with people belonging to other social worlds), supposes translation 
competences (how to be understood beyond the circles of the social scientists), generates 
intellectual challenges (how to avoid the simplification of complex issues), and raises ethical 
questions (how not to betray the subjects of one’s research). Often overlooked by the 
promoters of public social science, these problems and the dilemmas that accompany them 
deserve to be examined as such and incorporated in the research process. They represent the 
life of knowledge, with its transformations, misunderstandings, and contestations.

Such an enterprise supposes an inquiry into the actuality of the publics. This is a 
difficult task. “Publics are queer creatures. You cannot point to them, count them, or look 
them in the eye. You also cannot easily avoid them,” writes Michael Warner (2002: 49), who 
compares publics to “corporate ghosts.” Indeed, publics are elusive. In a seminar room or 
a conference hall, the auditors are physically identifiable, although often not individually 
known. But for a book or a film, a newspaper column or a radio interview, one generally 
does not have the slightest idea of the size, the composition, and the opinion of the audiences 
that have access to them. Commentators, when they exist, whether on paper, on waves, or 
increasingly online, are not representative or even indicative of the public, although they 
can be influential. In fact, the audience may expand considerably with what one could 
name vicarious publics: all those who have heard from someone who has heard about the 
work, or read someone who has read it, and who may still have strong opinions about it. For 
instance, I doubt that Nicolas Sarkozy’s minister of the interior, Claude Guéant, had read 
La Force de l’ordre, my ethnography of police work, when, in a press conference, he replied 
dismissively to the question of a journalist who asked him what he thought about the book, 
but his collaborators had perhaps passed him notes about the reviews and interviews that 
had come out in the media since its publication one month earlier, and he could not have 
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missed the full front page of the newspaper Libération dedicated to the book with a headline 
provocatively playing with its title: “Les forces du désordre.” His disparagement gave me, 
moreover, the opportunity to expand the audience of the study since I was granted a “right 
to reply” on the national television evening news and via a column in Le Monde. 

However limited the knowledge about these publics may be, one needs to be curious 
about them and be attentive to their reactions to what social scientists produce. There are 
at least three reasons for it. First, one can adapt one’s interventions to render them more 
relevant and effective. Second, one can respond to queries or criticisms in order to clarify 
and defend one’s positions, thus enriching the debate. Third, one can make them the matter 
of further analysis and an opportunity for a deeper comprehension of the stakes involved. 
Encounters with publics definitely imply a certain degree of alienation – in the etymological 
sense of being estranged from one’s work. But this alienation is generative.

*

After having arrived at this point, one could legitimately ask whether it is really important 
for the social sciences and the humanities to have a public presence. And if yes, why? For 
disciplines such as physics or biology, publicization mostly entails popularizing a highly 
sophisticated scientific production with a dual objective of educating their audience and 
legitimizing their domain. Both objectives are intimately linked and crucial to their material 
reproduction – through laboratories, gigantic telescopes, powerful particle colliders, 
bioinformatical computer networks, etc. – which relies on the eternal promise of a soon-
to-come theory of everything for physicists and of a definitive breakthrough in the cure 
of maladies for biologists. For their part, social scientists can certainly popularize their 
knowledge – which they probably do not do enough – but they cannot offer promises to 
change the world – or rather most of them would not regard such promises as serious and 
sincere. Moreover, they are confronted with a major challenge: the increasing competition 
of positivism on the market of the interpretation of human societies. Such competition is 
certainly not new, and students of the social sciences, such as George Steinmetz (2005), 
have analyzed historical parallels along the twentieth century, but the current technological 
advances and the fascination they arouse combined with the triumphant illusion of a 
possible rational neoliberal government of the world make the present time particularly 
vulnerable to the sirens of positivism. On the one hand, the strategic alliance between the 
philosophy of mind, experimental psychology, evolutionary biology, artificial intelligence, 
and neuroscience proposes a seductive universalizing paradigm for both the history of 
humankind and the functioning of the brain, which claim to explain cultural selection 
as well as social behaviour. On the other hand, the mimetic convergence of economics, 
political science, social psychology and quantitative sociology leads to an evidence-based 
approach increasingly mobilizing so-called big data whose results give them a symbolic 
hold on decision-making, quite independently of the factual validation of their predictions. 
Furthermore, these two sides have substantial overlaps and reinforce each other. In this 
context, which humanist social scientists and more specifically anthropologists should not 
ignore or dismiss but resolutely engage, what do they have to offer to legitimize their public 
presence? The brief, one-word answer to that question is critique.

By critique two things are meant. The first one, legacy of the Enlightenment according 
to Michel Foucault’s (1984: 45) reading of Kant, is the aptitude to question “what is given 
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to us as universal, necessary, obligatory,” in other words, what is taken for granted in the 
common sense as well as the scholarly domain. I consider that this intellectual operation is 
never as difficult and indispensable to achieve as in the moral realm: values, in particular 
when they are associated with affects, are so deeply entrenched in our intimate conviction 
and collective self-assurance, that they seem to become indisputable. In consequence, they 
should all the more be examined critically, that is, genealogically. This is what Talal Asad 
(2003) has done with secularism. This is what I have tried to do with humanitarianism – 
not to criticize it, as some have assumed, but to distance oneself from its moral evidence 
so as to pose ethical and political questions that were too often eluded. Anthropology is, 
if not by essence, at least by practice, the discipline that has – together with history – the 
most natural inclination toward this questioning. Indeed, knowing that what we consider as 
self-evident in our society is not so in other cultures and has not been so in the past forces 
us to acknowledge that the present order of things, whether local or global, near or remote, 
is the realization of one potentiality among many others that could have happened. Such 
recognition has important implications for the public sphere. If anthropology is, as Michael 
Carrithers phrases it, a “science of possibilities” (I wittingly delete the problematic adjective 
“moral”), then its epistemological openness can also be a source of political inspiration. The 
world as we know it could be different and may therefore be changed. 

This leads to the other dimension of critique, the one that singularizes anthropology 
– and perhaps sociology this time – among the social sciences and humanities. This second 
aspect is a sort of empirical test. It consists in determining the consequences of the current 
state of affairs as it has turned out and the more general stakes that it raises. It is not enough 
to demonstrate that what we deem taken for granted is the result of historical circumstances 
and power relations: one must inquire which transformation this specific configuration 
entails. What is at play when one invokes women’s rights to legitimize moral crusades in 
the Muslim world as Lila Abu-Lughod (2013) has analyzed? What is gained and what is 
lost when one invokes the right to live rather than social justice in the politics of AIDS 
in South Africa, when one speaks the language of trauma and resilience rather than of 
oppression and resistance in the Israel-Palestine conflict, or when in France the public sphere 
is saturated with discourses about insecurity at the expense of inequality leading to the 
increasing incarceration of young men from disadvantaged neighbourhoods belonging to 
ethno-racial minorities, to name a few cases I have studied? To these questions, the patient 
work of ethnography provides invaluable answers. Far from merely being a way of producing 
empirical material, it is a way to access theory, as João Biehl (2013) demonstrates. In this 
sense, critical anthropology is inseparably theoretical and empirical. It provides alternative 
modes of understanding, more complex, more informed, more attentive to unheard voices, 
and thus reopens the public debate on contemporary issues that are so often analyzed with 
ready-made thinking. 

Going public, especially with a critical perspective on such issues, means taking some 
risk. Speaking truth to power, as the motto goes – whether this power is academic or political 
– may be a perilous exercise. It implies being ready “to raise embarrassing questions” and 
“to confront orthodoxy and dogma”, in Edward Said’s (1994: 11) words in his lectures on 
intellectuals. Occasionally it leads to unpleasant moments when those who feel threatened 
by this truthfulness try to delegitimize the social scientist, discredit his or her work, block 
his or her career, prosecute him or her, or prevent the continuation of his or her program, 
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especially when it is conducted in a foreign country from which he or she can be banned, 
and even worse, under an authoritarian regime under which he or she incurs torture and 
imprisonment. But risks often take more subtle and ambivalent forms. They reside in the 
compromises accepted, sometimes not so honourable ones, when the researcher becomes 
the official expert for public authorities or private corporations. They lie in the challenges of 
translating complex issues into simple and potentially simplistic ideas as the ethnographer 
interacts with the media or general audiences. They ultimately originate in the suspicion 
existing within the scholarly domain toward the publicization of scientific work, whatever 
form it takes: popularization or politicization, or collaboration with journalists or lawyers. 
This wide range of risks – some of them stemming from external forces, others coming from 
social scientists and their professional community – has frequently for consequence a form 
of intellectual prudence that amounts to renouncement. Indeed, self-censorship is probably 
more common than censorship, at least in democratic contexts. Certain topics are avoided, 
certain issues are ignored, as many are not willing to take risks. The “courage of truth,” as 
Michel Foucault (2011) phrases it, is primarily a struggle against one’s own reluctance to 
go public for fear of being attacked or, more often, of losing some of one’s legitimacy or 
authority. There can be a cost to publicization, and one has to decide whether one is ready 
to bear it. 

But there is also a form of social obligation to it – a responsibility, to use a word that 
stems from Latin respondere, which means both to give a reply and to promise in return 
(Fassin 2008). By going public, anthropologists thus repay society for the knowledge and 
comprehension they have acquired while posing questions that may have been explicitly 
formulated or merely surfacing. This settlement of their debt is their ultimate political and 
ethical commitment.
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We live in an era in which our anxieties are kept well stoked by the media. The effects of 
climate change are becoming increasingly apparent as fire and water rage out of control 
in numerous places and food production has dropped catastrophically. In June 2017 in 
the Antarctic the Larson C ice shelf cracked, creating an independent iceberg with a size 
equivalent to Wales, or to Prince Edward Island, Canada. This imminent major planetary 
event had been carefully monitored for over a decade with some trepidation, and sadly, 
further even more such events are in store.

As of September 2016, we have been living in the Anthropocene. Designation of this 
new epoch was initiated in the 1980s by the ecologist Eugene Stoermer, and taken up again 
in 2000 by the atmospheric chemist and Nobel Laureate, Paul Crutzen at a meeting in 
Mexico. By 2013 over 200 peer-reviewed articles had been published about the looming, 
epochal transition, and Elsevier had launched a journal titled Anthropocene, followed by an 
e-journal Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene. The historian Dipesh Chakrabarty points 
out the peculiarity of this new epoch: “the Anthropocene spells the collapse of the Kantian 
distinction between natural history and human history”. Thus we are now in the first 
geological epoch in which the force transforming the globe – human initiated activity – is 
supposedly self-conscious about what it is doing, with profound implications for politics 
and the allocation of responsibility (2009: 3). 

For a decade or more arguments have taken place as to whether the Neolithic revolution, 
or possibly even earlier changes brought about by humankind, evinced the beginning of the 
Anthropocene. The position of ecologist Erle Ellis (2015) and his colleagues is that the 
transition commenced 10,000 years ago when land clearance for agriculture and irrigation 
began to have a global effect on vast swaths of land. In recent centuries colonization has 
further reduced the biodiversity of the planet to a fraction of what it was formerly. Others 
argue that the industrial revolution that commenced in the late 1700s, epitomized by the 
steam engine, was the singular moment (Jórgensen and Jórgensen 2016). Humans have 
manufactured numerous mineral compounds, including more than 500 million metric tons 
of pure aluminium since World War 2, much of which has sedimented into earth’s layers. 
Even more striking are “mineraloids” – glass and plastics – 300 million tons of which are 
made annually and are present everywhere on the earth’s crust and in all the oceans. Since the 
1950s nine billion tons of plastic have been created. Concrete, a rock of our own making, 
encases much of the globe today. Human detritus is ubiquitous, principally in the form of 
CO2, nitrogen fertilizer, pesticides, diesel fuel, and electronic trash and mineraloids that 
have accumulated as toxic waste around the globe. 
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The environment – nature – is exhibiting all the signs of trauma, toxicity, and abuse 
usually associated with suffering human bodies. “Capitalistic ruins,” as Anna Tsing puts it 
(2015), are all too evident in vast swaths of the globe. Joseph Masco argues that stress is 
“literally a planetary condition” and a state of human “uncalm” is normal (2015: 65). But 
geologists need hard evidence of an irreversible transition to identify a new epoch. Their 
decisions are pegged to a so-called ‘golden spike’ – a marker that appears in ice-cores, the 
oceans, lake sediments, and soils, where recognizable fossilized strata appear that can be 
hammered, sampled, and/or dug up. Such changes are known as a “time-rock unit.” 

Following three years of heated exchanges the notoriously conservative International 
Union of Geological Sciences convened a group of scholars in 2013 to determine if the 
Anthropocene should be officially recognized. In a recommendation presented to a Congress 
in Cape Town in 2016 they declared that this was indeed the case. Geologists had showed 
little opposition to the position that humans have replaced ‘nature’ as the dominant 
environmental force on earth, but as to when, exactly, this indelible event took place in order 
for it to be recognized as a valid geological turning point, caused dispute. The IGS eventually 
agreed that July 1945, the day when the first nuclear device was exploded, leaving rare 
isotopes of plutonium distributed all over the globe, including Antarctica and Greenland, 
constituted such a spike. 

For more than a decade we have been living with another fundamental shift, one in 
the biological sciences known as the ‘postgenomic’ era. The human genome is no longer 
recognized as the origin of life but, rather, as ‘reactive’ to environments external and internal 
to the body. Moreover, the genome is inherently unstable. In other words, the very ‘nature’ 
of what it is to be human is being revised on the basis of accumulating knowledge brought to 
light while mapping the human genome, with enormous consequences for reflecting upon 
and understanding ourselves.

In what follows, I first discuss the bourgeoning field of molecular biology known as 
epigenetics. Research findings in this specialty permit certain insights into the impact of 
Anthropocenic environments on human health and illness. Rapidly expanding knowledge 
about the microbiome is then considered. It is widely acknowledged that bacteria and other 
microbial forms have had a greater influence on all living entities over the millennia than any 
other stimuli. My focus in this paper is on the protean biologies of the human microbiome 
composed primarily of bacterial genomes in abundance, in addition to the human genome. 
This microbiota, the ecological community of commensal, symbiotic and pathogenic 
microorganisms found in and on all multi-cellular organisms, supplement and complement 
other types of environmental stimuli that impact ceaselessly on human bodies. Recognition 
of environments as the driving force of human life, to which the activities of ubiquitous 
microbes are central, makes it abundantly evident that concepts of an individualized self and 
of clearly bounded human bodies are no longer tenable.

The implications of these findings for anthropological research as a whole will be 
summarized in conclusion.

Epigenetics and Canalization
Conrad Hal Waddington, characterized in the Encyclopaedia Britannica as an embryologist, 
geneticist, and philosopher of science, coined the term epigenetics. While teaching at 
Cambridge University he taught himself palaeontology and eventually became known as 
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the founder of systems biology. Waddington initially argued (1940) that the new field would 
be limited to “the causal interactions between genes and their products which bring the 
phenotype into being.” His position was influenced by the dawning realization of several 
researchers of his day that embryological development must inevitably involve networks of 
interactions among genes that form a complex integrated system, and that bifurcation of 
the subjects of genetics and embryology was a mistake. Waddington was trained in both 
fields; he had worked in Germany with the Nobel Laureate embryologist, Hans Spemann, 
and with the geneticist Thomas Hunt Morgan in California. He made ‘development’ central 
to his arguments specifically because of its double meaning: the growth of individuals and 
evolutionary change. 

For Waddington, individual development denotes the set of conditions that enable 
what we now term ‘multi-potent stem cells’ to become differentiated to have specific 
functions within given tissues. Furthermore, an appreciation of what is today routinely 
accepted as critical developmental periods is embedded in Waddington’s thinking. He also 
used the term development more generally to argue that genotypes and environments work 
together to produce phenotypes, and insisted that genes are responsible only for guiding “the 
mechanics of development.”

In his book Organisers and Genes published in 1940, Waddington depicted “the 
epigenetic landscape” as a symbolic representation of the genetic regulation of developmental 
processes. The image is of a marble rolling down an undulating plateau in concert with 
other marbles, eventually coming to rest at the lowest points. The marble represents a 
developing egg and the gradual transformation of its cells into tissue types, the process 
of which is regulated by genes and their interactions with each other that modulate the 
manner in which the egg/ball is guided down the slopes with its numerous intersections 
(Fig. 1). Waddington’s point was that development is ‘canalized’ – a process that ‘buffers’ 
the outcome of natural selection in order to produce replicable phenotypes regardless of 

Figure 1. The Waddington Epigenetic Landscape
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variability in both genotypes and the environment. He was insistent that genetic variation 
and phenotypic expression are not tightly coupled, thus allowing for environmental input 
into development. Waddington conceded that the metaphor of the epigenetic landscape 
had limitations (1940 92); nevertheless, this image is usually taken as the starting point for 
a genealogy of epigenetics. 

Jablonka and Lamb note that Waddington’s work essentially languished for the 
first three decades of its existence and one or two scientists even argued that it should be 
abandoned, but it survived to become molecularized in form. In the postgenomic era from 
the early years of the 21st century, the field has been thoroughly revitalized as one that 
focuses on “alternative developmental pathways, on developmental networks underlying 
stability and flexibility, and on the influence of environmental conditions on what happens 
in cells and organisms” (Jablonka and Lamb 2002: 89) – at both individual and population 
levels, one might add. 

Epigenetics, frequently glossed as “over and above genetics,” has expanded into an 
enormous field of inquiry that includes stem cell biology, cancer biology, investigations 
into genome instability, DNA repair, epigenetic epidemiology, and so on. The concept of 
environment, having been rendered essentially of no importance in hard line deterministic 
genetics, has been resuscitated in epigenetics to take on singular importance with respect 
to cell functioning, individual human development, and the biological embedding of 
individuals and their families in specific contexts. 

The Reactive Genome
Richard Lewontin made clear more than a decade ago: “DNA is a dead molecule, among the 
most nonreactive, chemically inert molecules in the living world” and “DNA has no power 
to reproduce itself ” (2001: 141). He points out: “an egg, before fertilization, contains a 
complete apparatus of production deposited there in the course of its cellular development” 
(ibid: 143). In order for genes to function they must be activated (switched on) and, when 
appropriate, deactivated (switched off) by means of complex processes bringing about 
differentiation that takes place at the cellular level throughout the life cycle, the process that 
Waddington depicted as ‘canalization.’

Ramirez-Golgoechea (2013: 66) explains: “cellular differentiation is governed by 
the epigenetic landscape, a complex panorama of networks and feed-forward loops that 
determine whether or not stem cells go into a lineage. As a developmental process, epigenesis 
is highly context-specific, following a chronological and topological logic.” 

The epigenetic mechanism best researched to date is methylation, a process initiated 
by enzymes in which DNA sequences as such are not altered but one nucleotide alone, 
cytosine, is transformed, changing the nucleotide base thus rendering a portion of DNA 
inactive. Animal research has shown definitively that methylation modifications can be 
transmitted inter-generationally, and some findings strongly suggests that this is also the 
case among humans (Pembrey 2014), although certain researchers argue that this has not 
been absolutely established. It has been demonstrated recently that the epigenetic regulation 
of chromatin structure is of crucial importance in these processes (Lappé and Landecker 
2015).This emerging knowledge makes clear that the task of the genome is to respond to 
environments from the moment of conception and throughout life. Genes no longer initiate 
and sustain life itself; on the contrary, we live with a ‘reactive genome’ (Gilbert 2003).
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Genomic Hubris Laid Bare
Following the announcements in 2001 that the human genome had been mapped (which 
was not, strictly speaking, true; the human genome has never been completely sequenced 
(Aragon 2017), one journalist reported that it was like completing God’s own jigsaw puzzle. 
Other journalists, however, were more sceptical. Some insisted that the map resembled a 
list of parts for a Boeing 747, but with no idea as to how the parts go together, and no 
knowledge of the principles of aeronautics. Furthermore, many surprises came to light, 
some of which scientists had already predicted prior to embarking on the HGP, but which 
hitherto had been ignored.

 Mapping made it apparent that humans have approximately 20,000 genes, and not 
100,000 as had been predicted. Numerous plants have many more genes than do humans, 
and the diminutive worm C. elegans has about the same number as ourselves. The size of a 
genome bears no relationship to its complexity, and the genome is not a template for the 
organism as a whole. Only approximately 1.2% of DNA segments or less code for proteins, 
and the remaining 98.8% was initially labelled disparagingly as “junk” (Carey 2015).

Although non-coding sections of the genome appeared to have no obvious function, 
and are frequently remnants of bacterial and viral genomes, they separate out the coding parts 
of the genome, thus inhibiting unwanted mutational changes during DNA transmission 
between generations. Moreover, numerous non-coding DNA sequences are highly 
conserved, implying that they have been present in genomes for hundreds of millions of 
years, suggesting that they influence evolutionary change. Furthermore, it is well established 
that the activities of non-coding RNA (ncRNA) comprise a comprehensive regulatory 
system that functions to create the “architecture” of organisms, without which chaos would 
reign. To this end, ncRNA profoundly affects the timing of processes that occur during 
development, including stem cell maintenance, cell proliferation, apoptosis (programmed 
cell death), the occurrence of cancer and other complex ailments (Mattick 2004). 

These findings relate to the structure and function of the genome itself; over the past 
decade, the research of molecular epigeneticists has added further insights to this already 
complex picture. Scientists in the expanding subfield of behavioural epigenetics claim 
that they have tracked the molecular links that travel between ‘nature and nurture,’ thus 
providing sound evidence that nature/nurture is not divisible (Lutz and Tureki 2014). This 
assertion was based on research demonstrating how environmental stimuli and stressors 
originating both externally and internally to the body initiate trains of molecular activity that 
modify how DNA functions, often with lasting effects on human behaviour and wellbeing 
including, at times, increased mental illness and suicide rates (Labonté et al. 2012).

Environmental Epigenetics and Miniaturized Environments 
Of direct interest to anthropologists is the sub-field of environmental epigenetics, a term 
used to cover investigations into topics as wide ranging as toxic exposures, malnutrition, 
and abuse. Disagreements among practitioners of this sub-discipline are evident, and the 
presumption that one or more teams of researchers represent the entire field is in error 
(Landecker and Panofsky 2013; Lock 2015). 

Several researchers have described arguments made by environmental epigeneticists as 
“neo-Lamarckian.” Although the belief was abandoned years ago that use or disuse of body 
parts brings about evolutionary change, certain investigators have proposed continually from 
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Lamarck’s time that forces internal and external to the body, in addition to genes, contribute 
to the phenotype of the next generation, and possibly ensuing generations, a position 
supported by Waddington and, today, by a large number of environmental epigeneticists. 
Work with single celled organisms, nematodes, rodents, and primates has substantiated the 
inter-generational transmission of epigenetic marks, but some researchers remain less than 
confident about the evidence among humans, although others are convinced that this is 
indeed the case (Champagne 2008). 

The assertion that multiple mechanisms of inheritance exist, and that variation in 
genomic sequences alone cannot account for phenotypic differences (Ramirez-Golcoechea 
2013: 66-67) inevitably raises ontological concerns similar to those apparent in the days of 
Lamarck, regardless of the question of inter-generational inheritance. If the gene is no longer 
understood as the fundamental force of human life and is not “part physicist’s atom and 
part Platonic soul,” as the philosopher of science Evelyn Fox Keller put it (2000: 47), then 
assumptions about the relationship of nature with nurture and of genes with environment 
have to be confronted head on. Barry Barnes and John Dupré in their 2008 book Genomes 
and What to Make of Them use the term ‘astrological genetics’ to describe what they insist has 
been a fetishization of DNA that must now be overcome. Central to this new understanding 
is recognition, partly as a result of findings made while carrying out the human genome 
project, that genes, in and of themselves, although essential in the creation of the form and 
structure of life, determine very little indeed of their functioning (Lock in press). 

Epigenetic researchers are usually careful to point out that the identification of 
mechanisms that transmit signals from social environments resulting in changes in DNA 
methylation have yet to be fully worked out, but it is agreed that epigenetic mechanisms 
including methylation refer to heritable changes in gene expression that do not involve 
changes to the underlying DNA sequence. It has been indubitably demonstrated that 
methylation (a highly conserved process found widely in both animal and plant worlds) 
functions so that any given genome is able to code for diversely stable phenotypes, as 
Waddington suggested. In other words, although every cell is ‘multi-potential,’ methylation 
brings about cell differentiation among, for example, what will become liver as opposed to 
neuronal cells. Methylation also determines whether an embryo bee will become a drone or 
a queen bee. Furthermore, methylation changes do not take place only in utero and early 
postpartum years, as was formerly believed, but continue throughout the life span (Meaney 
2010). 

An additional hypothesis that attracts environmental epigeneticists posits that DNA 
methylation and other related mechanisms have a second very important function, namely, 
that these processes are not solely the result of endogenous stimuli, but are also direct 
responses to environmental signals external to the body that modulate patterns of cellular 
activity. A substantial body of research of this kind can be found to be in existence (Cortessis 
et al. 2012, Feil and Fraga 2012). Three examples must suffice. 

Intergenerational Transmission of Toxins
Based on many years of fieldwork that commenced in 2003 in Hanoi, Vietnam, the Danish 
anthropologist Tine Gammeltoft has documented the devastating effects on reproduction 
that persist more than 40 years after the war caused by the chemical defoliant Agent Orange 
(Gammeltoft 2014). The Vietnam War lasted from 1962 until 1971, during which time the 
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US military conducted an aerial defoliation program that was part of a ‘forced urbanization’ 
strategy designed to force peasants to leave the countryside, where they helped sustain the 
guerrillas, and move to the cities dominated by US forces. Nearly 20 million gallons of 
chemical herbicides and defoliants was sprayed onto Vietnam, eastern Laos, and parts of 
Cambodia, destroying all plant material in two days. In some areas, toxic concentrations 
in soil and water became hundreds of times greater than the levels considered safe in the 
United States. 

Agent Orange contains the highly toxic chemical dioxin, known to have long-lasting 
effects on the environment and human tissue. Gammeltoft documents a widespread fear 
about the so-called ‘dioxin gene,’ widely believed by many people living in Vietnam today to 
be increasing in the population over time. It is estimated that at least three million citizens 
in Vietnam suffer from serious health problems due to exposure to defoliants, and the rate 
of severe congenital abnormalities in herbicide-exposed people is reckoned at 2.95 per cent 
higher than unexposed individuals (Gammeltoft 2014: 46). The mass media coverage has 
reported cases of third-generation Agent Orange victims, in which individuals exposed 
during the war have produced apparently healthy children whose grandchildren are born 
severely disabled. Animal research has shown that, following foetal exposure, dioxin re-
programs epigenetic developmental processes, the effects of which may become manifest 
throughout life. 

Vietnam was given membership in the World Trade Organization in 2007. One result 
of this was the heightened concern by the Vietnamese government about the international 
visibility of the health of the population as a whole. It was at this juncture that extensive use 
of ultrasonography was introduced – a political tool designed to ensure the birth of healthy 
children. One result has been that ultrasound is now used repeatedly during pregnancy as 
part of antenatal care, even though the Vietnam Ministry of Health does not recommend 
this practice (Gammeltoft 2014: 10-12). Making the decision to have an abortion if a 
deformity is detected by ultrasound is not easy. Many affected families think that abortion is 
an evil act. Furthermore, everyone involved knows that it can be difficult to assess the extent 
of the deformity from ultrasound images, although it is also the case that frequently it is all 
too evident. Some families, who were reluctant about abortion, but longing for a healthy 
child, are raising three or four children with deformities, the most common of which is 
hydrocephalus (‘water on the brain’) that causes severe retardation. A few women discover 
very late in a pregnancy that their foetus is not normal, and some opt for a late termination, 
making their doctors very perturbed (Gammeltoft 2014: 111-113). 

Gammeltoft’s moving interviews with affected families make it clear that many people 
choose not to entertain the idea that an anomalous foetus detected by ultrasound, or the 
birth of a horribly deformed child, is due to Agent Orange (Gammeltoft 2014: 77). They 
are all too well aware that the stigma attached to Agent Orange families ensures that finding 
marriage partners for healthy members of the family would be virtually impossible. They feel 
that it is better to claim publicly that the anomaly resulted from a cold that the mother had 
or the heavy work that she did while pregnant.

A range of severe illnesses are associated with dioxin exposure, including deadly 
cancers, Parkinson’s disease, and Spina bifida, in addition to those associated specifically with 
pregnancy (Gammeltoft 2014: 55). Vietnamese researchers have reported these findings, 
but the official US position is that there is no conclusive evidence that herbicide spraying 
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caused health problems among exposed civilians and their children. However, following 
extensive lobbying over many years, in 2014 the US Congress passed a five-year aid package 
of $21 million that amounted to a modest sum for each Vietnam veteran. These cases were 
settled out of court and no legal liability has ever been admitted (Gammeltoft 2014: 46-47). 
The official position to this day is that the government was in effect prodded into settling 
these legal suits and that there is no evidence whatsoever that Agent Orange caused harm, 
a position supported by its principle makers, Monsanto and Dow Chemical companies. 
Vietnam war-veterans whose children were born with severe birth defects, including 
hydrocephalus and spina bifida, have received no compensation (Gammeltoft 2014: 49).

In Vietnam, officials were reluctant to press complaints about Agent Orange because 
uppermost were concerns about the economy as a whole, notably a desire not to damage 
the marketing of numerous agricultural and aquacultural products made in Vietnam. In 
the mid-1990s, Vietnamese writers and artists finally began to express concern about Agent 
Orange, and eventually Vietnamese citizens filed a class action suit in the US District Court 
in New York that was abruptly dismissed. But demands for responsibility are increasingly 
being heard, spearheaded by nongovernmental organizations (Gammeltoft 2014: 44-46).

Malnutrition and Migration
Globally, nearly 2 million children die from malnutrition each year. Recent research has 
revealed remarkably interesting findings about biological differences between infants who 
suffer from marasmus (severe malnourishment) as opposed to kwashiorkor (severed protein-
energy malnutrition with oedema (Forrester et al. 2012).This impressive study was carried 
out in Jamaica, commencing in 1962 and continued for 30 years; during this time over 1,100 
infants with severe acute malnutrition were admitted to University Hospital, Kingston. It 
was found that those infants diagnosed with kwashiorkor had considerably higher birth 
weights than did infants diagnosed with marasmus. The authors concluded that mechanisms 
associated with physiological “plasticity” are operative in utero and that these children have 
distinctively different types of metabolism. 

Of the two conditions, children more often die from kwashiorkor, associated with 
oedema, although less wasting takes place as compared to marasmus. Children diagnosed 
with marasmus do not become oedematous but endure much greater wasting of their flesh, 
although their survival rates are better than those of children with kwashiorkor. Researchers 
characterize marasmus as “metabolically thrifty” and kwashiorkor as “metabolically 
profligate.” They propose that in the case of children with marasmus, when the maternal diet 
is low in nutrition, foetal metabolism in utero in effect anticipates a postnatal environment 
of scarcity, and low birth weights are assumed to be evidence of this process designed for 
survival. The authors argue that this finding provides the first direct evidence in humans in 
support of the fitness-enhancing effects in childhood of “anticipatory responses” in utero. 
Hence, the distinctly different phenotypes of children with kwashiorkor and marasmus are 
understood as the endpoints of epigenetic activity in utero on genotypes. 

Nutritional epigenetics is a field attracting a great deal of attention in part because it 
is hoped that it will throw light on the so-called obesity epidemic currently affecting many 
countries, whether affluent or not. The same team that carried out the research reported 
above argues that growing evidence exists of “developmentally plastic processes” (Forrester 
et al. 2012) that, in addition to lifestyle and individual genotypes, contribute significantly 
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to obesity. No claim is being made that such developmental pathways, in which methylation 
processes are involved, cause obesity directly, but that the risk of genetically predisposed 
individuals for developing obesity in later life is increased. Based on a hypothesis known 
as the “mismatch pathway,” it is posited that “evolved adaptive responses of a developing 
organism to anticipate future adverse environments” can have maladaptive consequences if 
the environment is not what has been “biologically anticipated” (Gluckman and Hanson 
2008: 124). In other words, if foetuses and young infants are exposed to nutritionally 
deprived diets, their bodies may be epigenetically prepared to deal with deprivation as they 
mature, as the marasmus study suggests, a situation that can cause havoc in energy-rich 
environments. In addition, maternal diabetes, maternal obesity, and infant overfeeding are 
associated with increased risk of obesity in adult life (Gluckman and Hanson 2008). 

Clearly this account resembles the thrifty gene hypothesis put forward in 1962 by 
James Neel, an argument now outmoded in the postgenomic era.   The discussion about 
thrifty phenotypes has superseded it (Watve and Yajnick 2007). Animal research into 
epigenetics, and recent findings with humans, is showing how “evolution has equipped 
organisms with mechanisms to respond specifically and efficiently to certain critical novel 
experiences [...] and to transmit this information effectively to their offspring without the 
need for the typically slow process of natural selection” (Szyf 2014: 4).

 Given the inordinate rate of global change currently being brought about by 
human activities, environmental and social, much of it involving extraordinary violence 
and dislocation of one kind or another, mismatches are likely to exist commonly between 
environments to which human populations are reasonably well adapted biologically, and 
the lived environments in which millions of people are forced to exist. It is of note that 
UNHCR, The United Nations Refugee Agency, reported that 65.6 million people had been 
forcibly displaced worldwide by 2016.

Toxic Water Supplies
Persistent contamination of the Grassy Narrows’ Wabigoon River system in Ontario, 
Canada graphically illustrates the health effects of irresponsible government behaviour 
in the provision of one of the basic rights of human health – clean water. The Ontario 
government claims that defilement of the river stopped forty years ago when the paper mill 
run by Domtar, the largest producer of uncoated free-sheet paper in North America that 
had been in operation for decades in Dryden, upstream from Grassy Narrows, was forcibly 
shut down. This was done after it had dumped approximately 9,000 kilograms of mercury 
into the downstream Wabigoon River. Today, mercury levels in the fish near Grassy Narrows 
are fifteen times the safe consumption limit and forty times the limit for children, pregnant 
women, and women of child-bearing age (Mosa and Duffin 2016). 

There are many parallels between the present disaster in Grassy Narrows with the 
situation in Japan where mercury poisoning was officially recognized in the 1950s. In 
Minamata, a fishing village, the local cats appeared to go crazy, and some were described 
as “committing suicide” by “falling into the sea”. Thereafter, humans began to report 
numbness in their extremities, accompanied by tremors, difficulty in walking and, in some 
cases, signs of mental illness. By 1959 it was definitively established that mercury poisoning 
was implicated. A large petrochemical plant active in Minamata, Chisso Corporation, was 
immediately suspect. Chisso denied involvement, even when it was shown that an estimated 
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27 tons of mercury compounds was present in Minamata Bay. Protests began in 1959, but 
it was 1968 before the company finally stopped dumping effluents into the river. Close to 
3,000 people contracted what came to be designated as Minamata disease (Minamata-byô), 
and more than half of them have died (Mosa and Duffin 2016). Japanese experts who were 
summoned to Grassy Narrows reported that up to 90% of the people living there today 
show signs of mercury poisoning that is being inter-generationally transmitted (Mosa and 
Duffin 2016).

The people in Grassy Narrows fought for fifty years for a cleanup of the river. In a 
confrontation with the Ontario Minister of Environment, it appeared at first as though the 
government was attentive, but then the Minister stated in May 2016 that a cleanup was not 
necessary despite an expert report stating that the river was extremely contaminated with 
mercury (Mosa and Duffin 2016). Today, two generations of people from Grassy Narrows 
and Wabaseemoong First Nations exhibit symptoms of mercury poisoning, including loss 
of muscle coordination, numbness in the hands and feet, hearing loss, speech damage, and 
tunnel vision. Foetuses are particularly vulnerable to cognitive damage. Extreme cases result 
in paralysis, insanity, coma, and death. 

In May 2017 the government demanded that Domtar run tests to find out the source 
of what is clearly an ongoing leak of mercury into the river. Domtar vows to fight this 
demand in court ensuring that no investigation of changes will take place for some time 
to come. In June 2017 the Ontario government announced that it had dedicated $85 
million to the remediation of the contaminated river system and demands have been made 
and that this money has been put into a trust that is accountable to the inhabitants of 
Grassy Narrows. The hope is that this will ensure a thorough cleanup of the toxic mill site, 
contribute to health care for the effects of mercury poisoning, and also be used to install a 
permanent environment monitoring system. But many observers are sceptical and believe 
that remediation of the river may well be set aside by future governments.

From Local to Situated Biologies
The above examples are illustrative of environmental epigenetic effects, the full social 
and political import of which can be interpreted by introducing the concept of “situated 
biologies” (Niewöhner and Lock 2018). Epigenetic research is an objective science and, 
when collecting data, the subjective, lived experience of embodied experience, as recounted 
by informants is not taken into account by researchers. The concept of local biologies, 
in contrast, explicitly pays close attention to subjective accounts on the assumption that 
human bodies are not universal and that local variation is at times significant and should 
be taken into account in analyses. However, local biologies, now well established in medical 
anthropological literature (Lock and Nguyen 2017), is perhaps best understood today as a 
sub-category of an over-arching concept of “situated biologies” – that are mobile and widely 
distributed. 

Examples of local biologies are ubiquitous, of course; two are present in the Ukraine and 
Japan, where administrators managed massive nuclear fallout in these countries significantly 
differently, resulting in varying short and long-term consequences (Petryna 2002; Avenell 
2015). Similarly, local responses to war and abduction – notably to the effects of violent 
and sadistic rape – are best interpreted as bringing about local biologies of affiliation and/or 
disaffection, in which the telling of events and memories are deeply implicated (Lambert and 
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Kirkup 2017; Macdonald 2017; Theidon 2013). The specific inter-generational debilitating 
effects of colonialism, notably in connection with mental health, is another example in 
which the varied objectives of colonial forces with respect to what kinds of wealth they 
sought to extract and how, have brought about lasting impacts on indigenous peoples that 
should be situated in local contexts for the purposes of analysis (Daschuk 2013; Lock 2015; 
Lea 2012). The case of Agent Orange cited above is another example of local biologies, as is 
cannibalism and kuru (Lock and Nguyen 2017) and, more recently, Iraqibacter (Dewachi 
2017: 179-180). Repeated reports of unremitting racism resulting in violent death are also 
such examples (Stevenson 2017).

However, these detectable biological differences are not necessarily limited to one 
place – they travel. Agent Orange was sprayed on US service men who returned to the 
US with the potential to create deformed foetuses and newborns – an outcome reluctantly 
compensated by the US government following numerous law suits. And Iraqibacter has 
spread throughout conflict zones in the Middle East. Furthermore, local biologies may 
dissipate as dietary habits change, although research has shown that Japanese Americans 
living in Hawaii report a similar low rate of hot flashes, as do women in Japan (Sievert et 
al. 2007). In other words, biology is everywhere situated in time and space, but is equally 
subject to change over time and through space, and, given the ever-increasing mobility of 
people today their biologies too change increasingly rapidly. The International Displacement 
Monitoring Centre predicts that, since 2008, an average of 26.4 million people have been 
displaced from their homes by natural disasters. In addition, UN figures show that 232 
million people were on the move globally in 2013 and that in 2015, 65.3 million people 
migrated internally or externally as a result of conflict or persecution (Weinberg 2017). 
The Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa are particularly affected, and every indication is 
that displacement is on the increase. The epigenetic effects of such ongoing environmental 
displacement, whether due primarily to climate change or to conflict, is, as the media makes 
clear daily, without doubt affecting the health and wellbeing of involved individuals. Such 
changes are not necessarily all negative, but until such time as they are carefully investigated, 
the long-term effects of these movements (that Homo sapiens has undertaken ceaselessly, we 
should keep in mind) remain unknown. 

The Microbiome
In what follows, I consider the entity that affects human health and illness to a greater extent 
than any other aspect of the material world. Ed Yong argues that we live in the Microbiocene 
that started at the dawn of life itself, and will continue to its extinction (2016). This 
emerging knowledge provides a lens that exposes the inexhaustible extent of the mutability 
and permeability of human bodies. In addition to the human genome, those of bacteria, 
viruses, and plasmids are present in the human body and purportedly outnumber human 
DNA in an approximately 10 to 1 ratio, although the latest estimates now suggest a roughly 
even split between the number of human cells and microbial cells in human bodies. The 
majority of these residents live in the intestine, but they are also present in the mouth, scalp, 
on the skin, in all the crevices and orifices of the body, and envelop us externally in clouds. 
The commensal bacteria that work on our behalf, but equally work to their own benefit, 
have approximately 3 million genes. The resultant ‘metagenome’ is exquisitely sensitive, and 
can change rapidly – within two or three days (Barnes and Dupré 2008). The microbiome of 
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each individual is unique. Even identical twins do not share the same microbial inhabitants.
Given that the microbial ecosystem plays an indispensable role in the functioning 

of the immune system, and hence serves to distinguish self from non-self, and further, 
produces beneficial compounds that we cannot make for ourselves, we are not merely host 
to our microbiomes, rather, these commensals are integral to ‘us’; the relationship of humans 
and their genomes is not one to one, and the genome of an organism is not equivalent to the 
organism itself. A tightly bounded, autonomous, human simply does not exist.

The microbiome – me, self, and us – weighing in at about one kilogram, is perhaps best 
thought of as a human organ, albeit a rather odd one (Barnes and Dupré 136). Our permeable 
skin-bound selves comprise a collection of ecosystems, of miniaturized-communities that 
are products of our evolutionary past, more recent historical events, and of social and 
political contingencies of many kinds. The microbial mix at work today in North America 
and Europe copes primarily with the digestion of sugars, fats, and proteins. In contrast, 
children living in countries such as Malawi, Bangladesh, and the Yanomami in Venezuela, 
Hadza in Tanzania, and Matsés in Peru, have microbes in their digestive tracts that ‘fit’ with 
their local diets and environments (Yong 2016: 131). It is possible that our early ancestors 
harboured even greater variety of microorganisms. The microbiome has powerful effects 
throughout our bodies including the neurological system in addition to the immunological 
system (Heijtz et al. 2011). This complex ecosystem is tuned to continuously adapt to the 
vagaries of human life, but given the environmental havoc we are currently wreaking, it may 
be in a losing battle. 

The Human Ecosystem
A foetus is exposed to bacteria in its mother’s womb that may ultimately be beneficial to it. 
It is further exposed as it passes through the birth canal, becoming coated with some of its 
mother’s commensal cells that begin to multiply rapidly. It has been shown that infants born 
by Caesarean section, on the increase worldwide, are at higher risk for allergies and asthma 
as they mature. Breast-feeding, being handled by the family, contact with pets, bed linen, 
and so on, add to the microbial load, so that the human body by late infancy has become a 
unique, microbially-packed ecosystem, and by about aged 3 a child’s microbiome is similar 
to that of an adult. Prior to that age, when the microbiome is developing, is also the time 
when a baby’s metabolism and immune system develop, and major cognitive steps take 
place. These first years are a highly significant time in the developmental processes of both 
the young child, and its microbiome (Yong 2016).

The human genome cannot be thought of as the fount of human life and wellbeing. 
Our permeable skin-bound selves comprise a collection of ecosystems, of miniaturized-
communities that are products of our evolutionary past; more recent historical events, and 
of social and political contingencies of many kinds. This emerging knowledge transforms 
the nurture/nature debate entirely – these entities are no longer confined to what humans 
are, or to what they do. Numerous genomes, microbial and the human genome, constitute 
every human life, but no one genome determines who we are and what we become.

Microbiomes are not haphazard, and the bacteria that compose the human microbiome 
are divided into four distinct phyla, each of which has a different repertoire of capabilities. 
But the daily activities of the microbiome vary according to the microenvironments in 
which they exist. The microbiome is exquisitely sensitive, and can change rapidly – within 
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two or three days – in response to dietary changes relating to food availability. Part of this 
shift involves changes in the genes that the microbiome expresses that can be beneficial to 
the body. The human genome is not a passive bystander to these activities, and contributes 
to the composition of the microbiome of persons, thus influencing individual phenotypes, 
including proclivities for certain illnesses. This complex ecosystem is meticulously tuned to 
adapt continuously to the vagaries of human life. 

Ridding our bodies of bacteria has been a major goal of modern health care systems. 
The development of antibiotics is regarded as one of the greatest innovations of the 20th 
century, and millions of lives have been saved as a result. But, we have in effect acquired a 
‘germophobia’ and make enormous efforts to stay clean in daily life. By the age of 18 the 
average American child has received from ten to twenty courses of antibiotics, most of which 
have resolved a potentially serious infection. It is becoming clear that a price must be paid 
for banishing bacteria from our ecosystem, the large majority of which are actively beneficial 
to our bodies.

At the beginning of the 20th century H. pylori was present in the stomach of just about 
everyone worldwide. This bacterium has been linked to ulcers and at times to the onset of 
stomach cancer, and great efforts were made to wipe it out. It is now evident that H. pylori 
also performs beneficial functions that start in infancy – normally it is commensal, and 
protects its human ‘partner,’ but in adult life in certain individuals it can cause damage 
(Blaser 2014). People who do not have H. pylori in their stomachs are far more likely to 
have had asthma as children than those whose guts harbour the bacterium, and an absence 
of H. pylori is associated with increased risk for obesity and hence Type 2 diabetes, because 
this bacteria is linked to two hormones that regulate the appetite (Finlay and Arrieta 
2016). Coupled with the high intake of sugar and fat in the diets of so many people and a 
sedentary lifestyle, the absence of H. pylori is clearly troubling. What is more, antibiotics are 
administered in very high doses to the poultry and meat that we consume in order that they 
put on weight quickly, and to increase profits they are then slaughtered at a younger age. 
Antibiotic residues are at times passed along to humans, adding to our vulnerability. 

Michael Gillings and colleagues have argued that practices associated with the 
Anthropocene, including agriculture, sanitation, and widespread antibiotic use, probably 
largely account for reduced diversity in the microbes in our gut (2015). He suggests that 
this commenced around 350,000 years ago when humans first started to cook their food 
following mastery over fire. Eating cooked food allows for the evolution of smaller digestive 
tracts. Gillings adds that the agricultural revolution that commenced 12,000 years ago 
exacerbated matters because human diets were then drastically transformed. No longer 
eating wild animals with huge diversity in their microbial flora, humans limited their diets 
mostly to farmed animals: pigs, sheep, cattle and chicken, whose microbiomes, as compared 
to wild animals, are not highly diverse. This loss of exposure on the part of humans to micro 
bio-diversity ingested from food sources has been associated with increased rates in obesity, 
asthma, psoriasis, irritable bowel syndrome, and even mental health conditions (Finlay and 
Arrieta 2016).

Rapidly accumulating knowledge about the microbiome reveals that our understanding 
of the relationship between outside in and inside out – environments external and internal 
to the body – must be radically re-conceptualized. The presence of a community of 
commensal, symbiotic, and, at times, pathogenic organisms that reside in each one of us 
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makes strikingly apparent the ubiquitous difference among individual human bodies, while 
also revealing mutable differences dispersed among groups. Such difference has cumulated 
from ever changing and evolving practices of subsistence and existence present since the 
emergence of Homo sapiens. 

In Summary
In The Western Illusion of Human Nature, Marshall Sahlins argues: “the opposition between 
nature and culture…is distinctive of our own folklore” (2008: 2); epigenetic and microbiome 
findings now challenge this folklore at the molecular level. Culture generates and relates to 
environments that are working on the next generation prior to conception, as it worked 
on Homo sapiens prior to our very existence. Of course, culture does not determine biology, 
but deeply informs it, as recognition of the ‘reactive genome’ responding to the human 
ecosystem makes clear. 

These findings suggest that, for perhaps the majority of anthropological research 
projects, we must move beyond the problematization and explication of the culture concept 
whether in general or specific contexts. Moreover, the concepts of nature and nurture and 
nature and environment demand contextual explication – as several recent ethnographies have 
shown (Kohn 2013; Nading 2014; Stevenson 2014). In addition, the many urgent projects 
underway in connection with the physical and psychological effects of forced migration, 
displacement, and violence would do well to keep in mind the profound epigenetic and 
microbiotic effects on embodiment and well-being resultant from such perturbations and 
“derangements” (Ghosh 2017). 

The era of the Anthropocene, or Capitalocene, as it has been named (2017), in which 
life in its endless forms is confronted by a ceaseless assault of human activity, much of it 
disruptive, does not bode well for the future. At the very least, anthropologists can no longer 
remain impartial; we must enter fully into the fray, and make ourselves present in what Didier 
Fassin has described as “The public afterlife of ethnography” and its multiple configurations 
(Fassin 2015). In this era of alternative facts the need to expose the brutal reality of the after 
effects of war and violence, of toxic environments and climate change, and of poverty and 
government indifference, is more than urgent; it is a genuine emergency that we work to 
contain with vigour. The Rockefeller Foundation posits that ‘the resilience age’ is here and 
“through smart planning, decisions and investments, our cities, communities and nations 
will be better equipped to manage the unavoidable and avoid the unmanageable.” Humans 
have for eons ceaselessly demonstrated resilience in response to tragedies and disasters.  
But equally we must act with urgency to stop the rape of the planet, and this calls for an 
abandonment of the current ‘Carbon Democracy’ (Mitchell 2013) and concerted moves 
towards use of renewal sources of energy coupled with urgent drives to reduce increasing 
inequality and racism. 
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In three decades as a teacher of anthropology at the university level, I have yet to come 
across an anthropology student beyond the first semester who had never thought about the 
possibilities of using his/her knowledge to make the world a slightly better place in which to 
live. Indeed, the wish to understand the world in order to change it for the better may be a 
major source of motivation for many student beginners.

Then the weeks, months and years go by. Coursework, reading, exams, fieldwork 
training, more reading, burgeoning academic ambitions perhaps, and increased knowledge 
about the pleasures and challenges of the academic life gradually transform initial idealism 
into a competitive professionalism. Some end up being trapped in the cocoon of academic 
life; and a stimulating cocoon it is, where new knowledge is being produced, theories 
confronted, methods refined – and new cohorts of students taught. However, the academic 
cocoon may take on the characteristics of the closed circuit, and many highly professional 
and skilled academic researchers continuously find themselves on the brink of forgetting 
why they started to do anthropology in the first place.

A public anthropology which makes a difference to the human condition does not 
have to be activist in character, or to advocate certain policies, or to embed itself in some 
social movement, (although these options are certainly interesting), but also present their 
own dilemmas. Indeed, knowledge and ideas may themselves contribute to changing the 
world through shifts in perspective and participation in the collective endeavour of lifting 
ourselves by the bootstraps in order to see the human world as a whole. In order to do 
this, we need to reflect seriously on what we are saying, to whom and how we are saying it. 
Alas, academic anthropologists far too rarely take this opportunity; instead concentrating 
largely on problems internal to the discipline, academically defined. As a result, neoliberal, 
xenophobic and reductionist views perspectives on humanity have gained currency in the 
public sphere as ‘real science’, thanks to the vigorous and skilful popularisers of such views. 
Anthropologists, who ought to be the foremost scientific interpreters of the human condition 
in all its diversity and unity, have been busy doing other things. 

Anthropological perspectives on minorities, human nature, morality, multiculturalism 
and development, to mention just a handful of topics, could in fact make a difference. It is 
in our power to make the world slightly wiser and more humane. In these and other areas, 
popularisers outside of anthropology are hugely successful, while a public anthropology 
proper might have been just as successful, given the appropriate toolbox and a collective 
memory mindful of why anthropology mattered in the first place.
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Puritanism and withdrawal
Allow me an anecdote from my home department, the Department of Social Anthropology 
at the University of Oslo. Back in the 1970s, the young and brilliant anthropologist Jorun 
Solheim wrote a rather knotty and theoretical article with the lengthy title, if memory serves 
me correctly, ‘Er det riktig å si at moderne antropologiske forskere som Barth og Bailey står 
på skuldrene til Raymond Firth?’ Translated into plain English, it read ‘Is it correct to assume 
that modern anthropological scholars such as Barth and Bailey are ‘standing on the shoulders’ 
of Raymond Firth?’. For more than a decade, every anthropology undergraduate in town 
had the mimeographed typescript on their reading list. Originally an exam paper, the article 
concluded that there was a strong continuity from Firth’s reworking of functionalism and 
his methodological individualism to the transactional and strategic-action models devised 
by people like Barth and Bailey.

In 1989, for reasons which still elude me, the department decided to organise a grand 
celebration of its 25th anniversary. A quarter-century is not exactly an impressive time span 
and besides, the foundation of the department was plainly a technical and even terminological 
affair: before 1964, social anthropology had been taught in the same dilapidated building, 
aptly named Barracks B, by roughly the same staff, in the Section of Ethnography. Be this 
as it may, in connection with the celebration, Raymond Firth was invited over. Firth (1901–
2002), then pushing ninety, gave two lectures during his visit, one of which was entitled 
‘The future of social anthropology’, where he spoke of biotechnology, computers and other 
recent phenomena that demanded the attention of anthropologists. It was during Q&A 
after this lecture that a colleague, known for his quirky sense of humour, rose in the packed 
auditorium and asked the venerable old man: Is it true, Professor Firth, that Fredrik Barth 
and other contemporary anthropological scholars are standing on your shoulders? 

Firth, vaguely sensing that he was party to an in-joke, answered roundly and graciously 
that “well, if they do, at least that suggests that they can see further than me.” (Not a word 
was said explicitly about dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants.)

The question remains. Do we see further than the people on whose shoulders we are 
perched, or has a nasty fog descended on the scenery? Clifford Geertz (1926–2006) seemed 
to have moved towards the latter position towards the end of his life, although he was 
frequently perceived, by self-professed scientific anthropologists, as one who had paved the 
way for the horrors of postmodern obscurantism. In a book essay comparing James Clifford 
and Pierre Clastres – an unlikely pair, but offering a thought-provoking contrast – Geertz 
(1998) concluded: “Whatever the flaws of his approach, Clastres knew where he was going, 
and he got there.” Clastres, in Society Against the State (1977) describes a South American 
tribe struggling to retain its old way of life. Twenty years later, Clifford, in his Routes (1997), 
a book about travel, movement and ethnography, on the contrary ’seems stalled, unsteady, 
fumbling for direction’, and his text has “a hesitant, stuttering quality (what can I say? 
how can I say it? with what right do I do so?)” (Geertz 1998: 72). Postmodernism taught a 
generation of anthropologists to dissect the menu without bothering to look at the banalities 
of the food; it concentrates on the wallpaper patterns instead of the quality of the woodwork, 
just as scholars with a neo-Darwinian bent – adherents of selfish-gene biology – appear to 
mistake the recipe for the food. The most fervent evangelical expressions of Neo-Darwinism, 
blatantly looking for simple answers to complex questions, could be interpreted as a reaction 
to the despair resulting from the preceding postmodern fragmentation, but ironically, it 
deals in abstractions of a comparable kind to those of a Derrida or Lyotard. 
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Is the party over? Anthropologists of my generation were somehow given the distinct 
impression that early-to mid-20th century anthropology was sparkling with magic. It held 
a confident belief in its huge intellectual task and, quite evidently if usually muttered under 
one’s breath or even denied up front, its moral mission consisting in improving the world, 
but especially improving the Western middle classes. Disdainful of the competition, be it 
quantitative social research, a-theoretical historiography or reductionist sociobiology, social 
anthropology held the banner high, but not so high as to make itself vulnerable to criticism 
for vulgarity and sensationalism. The era of anthropological identity politics proper began 
just after the Second World War, by which time the number of professionals and teachers in 
the discipline was sufficient for anthropological scholars not to have to worry about making 
their writings accessible or interesting to outsiders. 

Haven’t we all sat in social anthropology seminar rooms, listening to presenters taking 
liberties with certain conventions of the discipline, only to be met with reactions of the 
generic kind “Hmm... very interesting, fascinating even, but is it anthropology?” In sum, 
and I do not want to go into details at this stage, there is a lack of openness in social 
anthropology which is at best puzzling, at worst embarrassing. Some years ago, there was 
widespread professional concern with the ways in which our battered old concept of culture 
had been hijacked by academic non-anthropologists while we were simultaneously busy 
dismantling it. Although anthropologists are nowadays everywhere outside the academy, 
the internal identity politics of our discipline is still militantly obsessed with boundary 
maintenance and gatekeeping. I can think of several departments which wouldn’t dream 
of appointing a PhD student with a background in another subject than anthropology. 
Collaborating with academics in other disciplines is considered respectable as long as one 
doesn’t lose one’s professional identity as an anthropologist. But isn’t this somewhat out 
of character for a discipline to which one of the truly foundational texts is Marcel Mauss’s 
The Gift? (Mauss 1954/1924) Mauss begins his essay by distinguishing between the three 
phases of gift exchange: giving, receiving and returning the gift. Anthropologists, almost 
like Scandinavian aid donors in Africa, are perfectly happy to give their concepts and 
theories to outsiders, but are less enthusiastic about the offered return gifts in the form of 
analyses inspired by anthropological thought but not part of it. There is a fear of impurity 
in anthropology, a fear which makes sense, perhaps, in the context of Mary Douglas’ (1966) 
theory, but not in intellectual life. 

This fear of impurity, or of intellectual contamination, is perhaps nowhere more evident 
than in the realm of popular anthropology, or public anthropology if you like. Some years 
ago, I devoted a book to this topic (Eriksen 2006) and will not reiterate the arguments about 
popularisation here. Attitudes to light-hearted ‘popular anthropology’, typically represented 
in the UK by Kate Fox and her very entertaining and enlightening book Watching the English 
(Fox 2004) vary and, I think, rightly so. However, there are different kinds of popular 
anthropology. One or two are plainly populist, commercial literature aiming to entertain 
but not to make substantial new contributions to knowledge about the human condition. 
These books, whatever their merits and shortcomings, fall outside the scope of the present 
concerns, which are about the ability of anthropology to contribute intellectually to the long 
conversation about humanity, not just the one about anthropology. It is disconcerting to 
note that on a widely noticed list of the 100 most important intellectuals in the UK and the 
world published around 2005, a grand total of one anthropologist was represented, namely 
Clifford Geertz on the global list. Now that he is gone, the number would be nil. 
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Knowledge interests and social criticism
Although there seems to be broad agreement within the discipline about the desirability of 
a public anthropology, there is less certainty, or agreement, not only about how to achieve 
it in a respectable way, but also about its very raison-d’être. What should an anthropology 
which engages closely with non-academic publics seek to achieve? There are several possible 
approaches to this question.

A position enunciated at the time of the radical student movement of the 1960s saw 
anthropology as an inherently critical discipline in a vaguely left-wing sense (e.g. Berreman 
1968). To the extent that anthropologists are closer to ‘ordinary people’ than other researchers, 
including other social scientists, advocacy on behalf of local communities facing potential 
conflict with corporations or states may seem to follow logically from the experiences and 
social obligations resulting from fieldwork. It is doubtless true that when anthropologists 
act or write on behalf of the people they do research on, they are more often than not 
defenders of the particular and local against various forms of standardisation, state power 
and global neoliberalism. While this is an often laudable and even necessary task, the critical 
role of public anthropology can be taken further than advocacy for various kinds of local or 
indigenous movements. This is especially, but not exclusively, evident when anthropologists 
engage with issues in their own society. 

Doing anthropological research at home has its rewards and pitfalls, mostly resulting 
from the close relationship of the researcher to the researched. This has been more 
thoroughly theorised by sociologists than by anthropologists, some of whom still tend to 
think of ‘anthropology at home’ as an exception. Just as poststructuralism was replacing 
neo-Marxism as the dominant non-orthodox theoretical orientation in the social sciences, 
Giddens (1984) pointed out that the social scientist enters into a ‘double hermeneutic’ 
relationship in his or her society, since the concepts and analyses of the social sciences are 
both informed by lay concepts and in turn influence them. There is, in other words, a 
two-way hermeneutic process taking place. For instance, the anthropological concept of 
ethnicity has entered everyday discourse, while the political concept of integration (regarding 
minorities) has, conversely, influenced social research on the issue. Years before Giddens, the 
philosopher Hans Skjervheim (1957) described a related duality in a seminal essay marking 
the beginning of the Norwegian critique of positivism. He showed that far from being 
an aloof and objective observer, the social scientist is both participant and observer (an 
epistemological position not to be confused with the methodological device of participant–
observation). There can, accordingly, be no neutral ground from which to view society.

Social scientists are, in other words, entwined with broader public discourse and societal 
concerns whether or not they like it; indeed, critics of positivism have long pointed out that 
this is true of all scientific enquiry. Writing in the context of the burgeoning radical student 
movements in the late 1960s, thus, Jürgen Habermas distinguished between three knowledge 
interests (Erkenntnisinteressen, Habermas 1971/1968), which he associated with the three 
main branches of academic inquiry. The natural sciences, he said, were driven by a technical 
interest, and found their justification in explaining natural relationships and processes in 
ways enabling control and technological progress. The inherent knowledge interest of the 
humanities (Geisteswissenschaften) was practical (in the Aristotelianand Kantian sense) and 
aimed to deepen and maintain the communicative community on which both society and 
individuality depended. Finally, the knowledge interest of the social sciences was liberating, 
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aiming to expose and account for the power relations of society, thereby contributing to the 
critical self-understanding of its inhabitants. Already then, Habermas was worried that the 
technical knowledge interest was becoming overly dominant across the academic disciplines. 
It is easy to see evidence supporting this view today, when most social science research is 
commissioned directly or indirectly by state institutions, humanities are judged on their 
instrumental usefulness, and New Public Management provides the yardsticks for assessing 
academic achievement.

Being irrelevant in a relevant way
Seen against the backdrop of Habermas, Giddens, the critique of positivism and the perceived 
need for public engagement, it is fairly obvious that not all social science satisfies the criteria 
for representing a liberating knowledge interest. Some – perhaps most – social science is 
closely aligned with social engineering, planning and the formal structuring of society, and 
in state budgets, social research is justified by referring to its usefulness. It belongs to the 
domain of the technical knowledge interest. Its dialectical negation, and the broad family of 
approaches and persuasions falling under the umbrella of critical social science, either aims 
to improve a flawed socioeconomic system by addressing racism, inequality, misogyny etc., 
or to replace it with a better one. It can be liberating, but it depends conceptually on that 
from which it seeks liberation.

Anthropology is in a privileged position to develop a third way beyond system 
maintenance and social criticism, one which is arguably more in accordance with the 
young Habermas’ (and his more radical predecessors in the Frankfurt school) notion of 
liberating knowledge. Being an inherently subversive and unpredictable partner in the long 
conversation about who we are and where we are going, I’d like to argue that anthropology 
can, and should, take on the part of Anansi, the trickster, in the sprawling fauna of the social 
and human sciences. In West African and Caribbean folklore, Anansi the spider always 
gets the upper hand in confrontations with larger and stronger adversaries, because of his 
imaginative and bold ways of turning his apparent weakness into a virtue. Since nobody 
fears him, he is capable of surprising them and makes the rhino, the lion and the python fall 
victim to their own vanity. 

Similarly, the typical anthropological approach does not take home truths for granted, 
refuses to be co-opted by polarising discourses and insists on the right to view society 
simultaneously as ‘observer and participant’. I now move to a consideration of the situation 
in Norway, a country where public anthropologists are fairly thick on the ground (Eriksen 
2006 is already dated in this regard; many new anthropological voices have since then 
entered the fray). In this country, anthropologists often give public talks in forums ranging 
from Rotary clubs to Oslo’s popular House of Literature, and they comment on public 
events in the media, and several write regular columns, op-eds and the occasional book for 
a general readership. 

True to a prevailing instrumentalist view of knowledge, representatives of the 
different academic disciplines in Norway sometimes speak of their ‘societal assignment’ 
(samfunnsoppdrag). As far as the social sciences are concerned, the economists run the 
country (through powerful institutions such as the Ministry of Finance, Statistics Norway 
and the Central Bank); the political scientists look after the nuts and bolts of government 
at all levels, from foreign policy to municipal councils; and the sociologists defend the 
welfare state and gender equality. What about the social anthropologists? There are many of 
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them in Norway, which possibly has the largest proportion of anthropologists in the world. 
With no clearly defined professional niches, they work in many areas, from development 
NGOs and local government to communication agencies, libraries and the media, apart 
from having a wide-ranging academic presence well beyond the universities, in research 
institutions of different kinds. A previous President of the Sámi Parliament was trained as 
an anthropologist, as was a former Minister of Development. Yet anthropology remains 
more of a vocation than a profession. It is unclear why the country – or any country – needs 
anthropologists, and there is an ongoing struggle to show why anthropology matters. To 
this end, Norwegian anthropologists have for many years made themselves visible in the 
public sphere. Moreover, a subject called ‘sociology and social anthropology’ is the most 
popular optional subject in secondary school, and many Norwegians have some ideas about 
what it is that anthropologists are and do. It is commonly assumed that anthropologists 
are politically radical; they are expected to defend immigrants and indigenous peoples, to 
criticise New Public Management and predatory capitalism, to take a distanced, sometimes 
ironic position on the usually deadly serious Norwegian nationalism, and to be favourable to 
green and leftist politics. While this is empirically simplistic – for example, the most famous 
Norwegian anthropologist, Fredrik Barth (1928–2016), was largely apolitical – it is not 
altogether wrong. Economic anthropology is very different from economic science in that it 
has been just as preoccupied with gift exchange as with markets, at least as concerned with 
human economy as with profitability, and when economic anthropologists study central 
banks or the financial crisis (Holmes 2013, Appadurai 2015), they see them as cultural 
systems. Political anthropology, likewise, has a long-standing interest in symbols, kinship 
and ritual, with power struggles often added almost as an afterthought. Typically, when 
economists and politicians speak about ‘the black economy’, anthropologists speak of ‘the 
informal sector’.

In the public eye, anthropologists represent a kind of intellectual habitus which renders 
them susceptible to favouring egalitarian small-scale societies and cultural diversity. Yet, 
lacking a well-defined samfunnsoppdrag, it may seem as if it is their main task in the public 
sphere to make unexpected comparisons, to ask unusual questions and to interrogate the 
received wisdom. It is not our job to be worried. As a result, Norwegian anthropologists have 
often played the part of the trickster, like the Ash Lad (Askeladden) in Norwegian fairytales 
(Witoszek 1998), or Anansi the spider in West African and Caribbean lore.

Yet, precisely because society has not provided anthropology with a set of social issues 
to deal with, an area of responsibility or a problem-solving mandate, there is a real risk of 
withdrawal. Like elsewhere, Norwegian anthropologists are rather fond of talking amongst 
themselves, and often forget to include the outside world in their conversations. During 
a private conversation, the science fiction author Tor Åge Bringsværd once likened the 
relationship of society to science with the act of sending a shuttle into outer space. Society 
has invested money and effort into this endeavour, with the obligation on the part of the 
space shuttle that it should return and explain what it has seen. Too often, Bringsværd 
said, the space shuttle just stays out there without returning, which is a source of great 
disappointment for the greater public. 

It is easy to sympathise with this sentiment. For what is the use of knowledge if it only 
circulates among the initiates? This is not to say that every anthropologist should popularise, 
engage in the increasingly messy meshwork that is public debate and go out and preach the 
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gospel of anthropology to the unwashed heathens. In fact, those who do depend on those 
who don’t; without the often arcane and difficult original research which never travels beyond 
seminar rooms and online university libraries, public anthropologists would have nothing 
to be public about. Some of the best-loved and admired Norwegian anthropologists rarely 
made public appearances outside the academy. One example is the late Reidar Grønhaug 
(1938–2005, see Vike 2010). Intellectually agile and original, generous and engaged in 
other people’s work, Grønhaug was so reticent and shy that he scarcely even published his 
own work, allowing unfinished writings to languish in his drawer, but at least ensuring 
that some of his finest texts circulated among students and colleagues as mimeos. A good 
example is the strikingly original ‘Transaction and signification’ (Grønhaug 1975), a spirited 
synthesis of Barth and Lévi-Strauss where the centrepiece was a reanalysis of the beer hall 
scene in Clyde Mitchell’s The Kalela Dance (Mitchell 1956). Many others could have been 
mentioned.

Openness and closure
The tension between the internal and the external, between openness and closure, between 
building knowledge and sharing it, represents a fundamental dilemma in all group dynamics. 
A version of the tension is wonderfully described by Sahlins in his old, memorable if 
contested article ‘Poor man, rich man, big man, chief ’ (Sahlins 1963),1 in which he outlines 
the structural dilemma of the Melanesian big man. In order to ensure his power base, he 
must spend considerable amounts of time with his relatives and supporters in the village and 
offer gifts to them. However, he also has to build alliances with outsiders, mainly to prevent 
war and feuding, but also to extend his sphere of influence. Yet if the big man spends too 
much time and resources on outsiders, his kinfolk and supporters will begin to grumble, 
and may eventually depose him. He thus has to strike a fine balance between the internal 
cohesion of the group and the creation of alliances, or between consolidation and expansion. 

Anthropologists who have gone out of their way to communicate with a non-
anthropological audience have often been reminded of the broader significance of Sahlins’s 
perspective. If you go out, you may flourish, and it may enrich your own people by making 
them more famous and attractive to others; but it may also be your own undoing since you 
start doing business with outsiders before paying your debts at home. 

Norwegian anthropologists have for a long time taken their chances. What sets 
Norwegian anthropology apart, is that not only are anthropologists pretty thick on the 
ground in this country, but also that they are a familiar sight, individually and collectively, 
in the public sphere. Regular as clockwork, Norwegian anthropologists go on radio and in 
the newspapers every year before Christmas explaining the logic of gift exchange, often with 
a sideways glance to the potlatch and Melanesia; when spring comes, they comment on the 
rituals and symbols of football supporters; around Easter, they may write or talk about the 
peculiar Norwegian habit of spending Easter skiing in the mountains; and in autumn, they 
may take part in more serious discussions about the significance of the Muslim headscarf in 
Norway’s growing Muslim minority. They risk becoming academic court jesters, but they 
may equally well be those who can speak truth to power because they have no vested interests. 

1 Incidentally, this is also the title of a song performed by a group of students and junior staff at parties since 
the early 1990s. The lyrics were written by Bjarne Træen, and in its most eclectic incarnation, the band was 
called Pigs for the Ancestors. On a number of occasions over the years, I have played a bit of sax on it.
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To use Milan Kundera’s contrast from his The Unbearable Lightness of Being (1984), there 
is both lightness and gravity in the work of the public anthropologist. I will now consider, 
with the help of a few examples, the relationship between lightness and weight in Norwegian 
public anthropology, and so will argue that it has changed since the turn of the millennium.

The light and the heavy in public anthropology
An anthropologist specialising in food and consumption, Runar Døving wrote his PhD 
about change and continuity in the food habits of a small hamlet in south-eastern Norway. 
Active in the public sphere, at the time of his dissertation work, he wrote an op-ed in the 
Oslo newspaper Dagbladet, where he defended the hot dog against its detractors. Without 
mentioning Bourdieu once, Døving (2002) passionately attacked food snobbery and the 
new culinary distinctions resulting from forms of individualisation and differentiation that 
he associated with neoliberal deregulation. The article was written with verve and passion; 
it was light-hearted and fun to read, yet at the same time, it was serious and heavy. While 
tracing the development of food processing from pre-modern to industrial times, Døving 
points out that the mass-produced food of today, jeered at by the culinary elites, is tastier 
and more wholesome than the unique and painstakingly hand-made food romanticised 
by the food snobs. In fact, he says, the contemporary abundance of industrially produced 
food ought to be celebrated, considering the food scarcities and hard work implied in food 
production just a couple of generations ago. He then goes on to describe how children had 
to contribute to food production, how that expensive luxury called butter was distributed in 
open, unhygienic containers (and went stale quickly), and how Dad had to work fifty hours 
a week while Mum and the oldest children spent the afternoons rinsing and salting herring. 
Døving’s seemingly light-hearted defence of the hot dog ‘with that exciting tomato sauce, 
the ketchup’ thus turned out to be a bitter critique of new class distinctions and a defence 
of the achievements of modern food production. Among the best of his many op-eds, the 
article summarised a small library of recent food anthropology debate, parading as a defence 
of hot dogs, fish pudding and tinned mackerel in tomato sauce. 

Some years earlier, the anthropologist Hans Christian (Tian) Sørhaug carried out 
an applied research project on drug addicts in Oslo. One of his findings was that they 
could meaningfully be compared to hunters and gatherers: Their storage capacity was low, 
they relied on immediate returns from investments, they were itinerant, their group size 
was flexible but small, and there was a continuous, accepted tension between egotism and 
solidarity. Theirs was a ‘harvesting economy’. This discovery was genuine and original, and 
contributed to a deepened understanding of the plight of the heroin addicts of the city. Yet 
the comparison could easily be perceived as light-hearted, almost facetious. After all, the 
society in which drug addicts live, and the forces that have created their situation, is very 
different from the world of hunters and gatherers, and in order to appreciate the comparison, 
you had to bracket prior assumptions about cultural differences. You had to be able to switch 
between a playful mode exploring options and life-worlds, and a serious concern with the 
plight of the homeless heroin addicts. 

Similarly, the late Eduardo Archetti was interviewed by the Oslo newspaper Aftenposten 
sometime in the late 1990s about the prolonged graduation partying that took place among 
Norwegian teenagers after leaving school. A unique tradition, these celebrations known 
locally as russefeiring are characterised by alcohol and frivolous partying in parks and other 
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public spaces, and endure for more than two weeks, from May Day to Constitution Day, 17 
May, when the celebrations reach a climax of sorts. Asked about this ritual, Archetti, himself 
the father of two teenage children at the time, responded that this was a powerful and 
meaningful experience to those young people, not least since it was the first time that many 
of them participated in rituals that involved sex and intoxicating substances. It may safely 
be assumed that more than a few anxious parents did not find his comments reassuring. 
The point is nevertheless that Archetti did not see it as his assigned task to act the part of 
the worried social scientist, to tell the parents, say, that it was important that they stayed 
awake and have a good chat with their children when they returned home from the day’s 
partying, or that girls should never walk home alone in a drunken state. His job was to view 
the graduation celebrations as a ritual, not as a social problem. 

I have briefly introduced three anthropological interventions in the public sphere, 
which – unlike most public anthropology – represent complex rhetorical position, where the 
intended logos risks being drowned out by the perceived pathos. Although serious in intent, 
they all reveal a light, playful dimension as well, even involving a perceptible jocularity. They 
have all embarked on a risky journey, but one which is arguably more common among social 
anthropologists than in any other academic profession in the country. The risk consists in not 
being taken seriously because people only remember the jokes and not their context. This is 
a familiar problem for political satire (if it is too funny, people forget that it is serious) and 
for science fiction (superficial readers remember the technology, but not the philosophical or 
political insights), and similarly, anthropologists who expose their comparative imagination 
in public risk being written off as irresponsible dilettantes. Yet it is an open question whether 
this somewhat indeterminate aspect of public anthropology is ultimately a problem or an 
advantage.

Anarchists of Western Academia
The times have changed since the turn of the millennium. The anarchists of academia, 
Norwegian anthropologists could occasionally find themselves being co-opted by the 
entertainment industry in the recent past. More than once has more than one of us been 
accused of having become ‘a song and dance man’. Although the spirit of the times has 
changed in this century, and there is less room for irresponsible play with ideas than at the 
height of postmodernist optimism in the 1990s, anthropologists can still, on a good day, be 
counted on to say weird or unexpected things. Yet today, at a time of rising Islamophobia (in 
Norway currently represented in the midst of the government), complicated refugee issues, 
rampant marketisation and an instrumentalist view of knowledge working in tandem with 
New Public Management in threatening the freedom of the universities, the lightness of the 
recent past, of which I have given a few examples, has almost faded from sight. Although 
there was a serious underlying concern below the lightness I have depicted – Døving was 
concerned with class, Archetti with the pains and excitement of transitioning to adulthood, 
Sørhaug with the double-binds and illusions of absolute freedom among drug addicts – it 
seemed harmless and indeed legitimate to play the part of Anansi the spider.

A dreadful reminder of the fact that lightness can become unbearable came to me in a 
rather personal way a few years ago. Ideological polarisation had already developed for some 
time, fanned by the Islamic terrorist attacks on New York, London and Madrid, and social 
anthropologists were increasingly being associated with a naïve multiculturalism gone awry. 
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For many years, some of us had criticised essentialist social boundaries, raising questions 
with a bearing on the ethnic dimension of Norwegian nationalism. Then, at the height of 
summer 2011, a bomb exploded, and Norway had fallen victim to right-wing terrorism on 
a large scale. The majority that anthropologists had been busy deconstructed should now be 
reconstructed, and violent means were deemed necessary to this end.

As a matter of fact, ‘deconstructing the majority’ has become something of a catchword 
in Norway after the terrorist attack in 2011, when an unemployed right-wing extremist 
killed 77 people. In his manifesto and YouTube video, posted online immediately before 
the attack, he had quoted me in several places, the most notorious quotation (which has 
subsequently appeared on right-wing websites worldwide) being my view, taken from an 
interview on an obscure University of Oslo website (www.uio.no/culcom), that it was about 
time that we deconstructed the majority, since we had devoted so much attention to the 
minorities. Before and after the terrorist attack, this statement (from 2009) has often been 
denounced as hate-speech against the Norwegian people, its originator labelled a traitor. In 
a word, when I spoke about deconstructing the majority, I misjudged the readership. The 
notion questioned the self–other boundary and pointed to the internal diversity among 
ethnic Norwegians as a possible means to build an abstract community not based on race 
and kinship. Since deconstruction refers to taking something apart, ethnic nationalists 
worried about their boundaries felt threatened. However, even in the cheerful 1990s, when 
Norwegian anthropologists made fun of earnest, flag-waving nationalism, there was always 
an underlying, serious intention. Behind the jokes, we intended to raise questions about 
inclusion and exclusion in ethnically complex societies, asking whether ethnic nationalism 
was a helpful vehicle of identity in a world which was on the move, and ultimately, asking 
what a meaningful delineation of the word ‘we’ might be. The message, normative but 
founded in anthropological knowledge about cultural diversity, was that all human lives 
have value, that solidarity with others does not necessarily follow ethnic lines, that imagined 
communities are less homogeneous than often assumed, and that a collective identity not 
based on cultural similarity was perfectly imaginable and could be feasible. Following the 
terrorist attack and its aftermath, which has seen an increasing ideological polarisation 
around questions of identity and inclusion in Norwegian society, the playful lightness typical 
of an anthropology of the recent past may have been one of the first casualties.

This is a shame because anthropology can be at its heaviest when it is at its lightest. 

New forms of irrelevance
Universities have always been irrelevant, but today, they must find new ways of being 
irrelevant. At their best, they function according to the formula ‘the more irrelevant, the 
more relevant’. As Fredrik Barth once said: ‘The difference between basic research and applied 
research is that basic research is so much more applicable’ (Barth, personal communication).

Put differently: When applied research is good, it may be used to solve a given set of 
problems. Let us assume that the government wants an overview of fish consumption in 
different groups in the population, and pays a research group to find out. When answers 
are duly delivered some time later – people from north eat more fish than people from 
south, women more than men, those over forty more than the young (for example) – the 
government body in charge may begin to develop campaigns to change the behaviour of the 
least fish-eating segments.

http://www.uio.no/culcom
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A basic research project might instead ask questions connected to the role of fish in 
culture more generally, and might give tentative answers about masculinity (fish is feminine), 
notions about grossness (fish are slimy and stink), health (fish is not fattening) or virility 
(fish is an aphrodisiac). From here, one might develop an argument related to the place 
of fish in cultural history, notions about food in general, theories of classification (fish, 
meat, plant food, religious prohibitions and warnings etc.) and about social differentiation 
(upper-class people eat raw fish and call it sushi or poké, while the working class wants it 
beer-battered and deep-fried). These hypothetical examples are just meant to illustrate the 
possibilities of basic research. 

In order to carry out a good applied research project, it is necessary to have a background 
in basic research. It is true that most university students will go on to jobs with no research 
component, but it is equally true that their studies should provide them with knowledge 
they can draw on, for pleasure and utility, for the rest of their lives. In this area, the above 
formula remains valid: The more experience-distant and arcane the knowledge, the more are 
the fields where it can be transformed into something experience-near and relevant. In order 
to understand the concrete, one needs abstract concepts. This is why Plato does not come 
with a use-by date.

In anthropology, many students find it difficult to understand why they need to learn 
about topics on which they are never going to work anyway. If, say, you want to become a 
Latin Americanist, you may not read more than the absolute minimum about Polynesian 
kinship. If your great passion consists in understanding gender differences cross-culturally, 
you do not waste your time delving into the cultural grammar of Swedish municipal politics.

Given time, the best of these students begin to understand why it may be necessary 
to read about Melanesian garden magic in order to understand popular religiosity in Sicily, 
how studies of clan feuds in southern Sudan in the 1930s may shed light on the civil wars in 
the Balkans in the 1990s, and why it is relevant to understand why people in New Guinea 
do not classify the cassowary as a bird although what one is really interested in, are West 
European understandings of the whale.

A properly educated person knows something about what unites and what separates 
people, and will often be capable of discovering similarities in pattern, similarities in content 
and fundamental cultural differences following some empirical exploration.

A properly educated person also knows that simple answers to complex questions are 
rarely satisfactory. Since she can draw on diverse sources, she sees any issue from several 
perspectives. Before concluding, she has approached the problem from many sides. She is 
also aware that several kinds of knowledge exist. Only a barbarian is capable of believing that 
a single kind of theory and a single kind of scientific method is capable of generating all the 
answers one wants or needs.

Education, in the full sense of the word (as in the German Bildung), should strengthen 
and shape the ability to think several thoughts simultaneously, without mixing them up. 
This presupposes that one simultaneously has something to think with and something to 
think about. The forces militating against this kind of intellectual freedom, I have argued, 
have gained strength in the last decade or two: an instrumentalist view of knowledge, New 
Public Management as a steering tool for universities, an ideological polarisation where any 
defence of cultural diversity is seen as treason to the national identity, and a shift towards 
a view of knowledge where only that which can be counted counts. In this environment, 
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needless to say, the subversive, engaged, open, imaginative and knowledgeable perspectives 
represented by anthropology when it is at its best, are needed more than ever. 
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I have been in Swedish anthropology, and what went before it, for well over half a century 
now. What follows is an assemblage of recollections, opinions and attempted overview.1

It was the early 1960s. I was nineteen, an undergraduate newcomer at Stockholm 
University, and without definite plans for how I would spend my life. But I had become 
interested in Africa – a “wind of change” was blowing through the continent, as one 
British prime minister commented when he witnessed a large part of the Empire turning 
independent. What could I do at the university to satisfy my curiosity? Not much, it seemed. 
In the early 1960s, the human sciences at Swedish universities were mostly complacently 
inward-turning, occasionally concerning themselves with European themes, casting a glance 
toward North America mostly as it related to Swedish emigration as a topic in history, but 
certainly not paying much attention to the rest of the world.

So I decided to spend a term taking the introductory course, and whatever else might 
be on offer, in the discipline known as General and Comparative Ethnography. (The term 
“anthropology” was at the time officially connected only to “physical anthropology,” a quaint 
one-man enterprise in a back alley of Swedish academic life, engaging in skull measurements 
and self-publishing text books.) I believe there were twelve of us taking the course. Beyond a 
sort of academic legitimation, however, this did not offer much of a response to my kind of 
African interests either. The minimal department was really an appendix to the rather sleepy 
state ethnographic museum, where elderly curators lectured on their specialties and showed 
the collections.

Yet on our first reading lists were items like Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture 
(1934) and Robert Lowie’s The History of Ethnological Theory (1937). As I was finishing my 
undergraduate work, it was thus clear to me that there was more anthropology to be had on 
the other side of the Atlantic. I found my way to a one-year exchange scholarship at Indiana 
University, where I would be hosted by the rather new African Studies program. Returning 
from there to Stockholm, it was my turn to teach that introductory course, and do what I 
could with it. But soon, through the mediation of one of my Indiana mentors, I was offered 
a position as project anthropologist on a sociolinguistic-cum-educationalist Urban Language 
Study in Washington, DC. That meant two years of field research in a Black American low-
income neighbourhood. It also set me on a longer term of involvement with the emergent 
subdiscipline of urban anthropology (Hannerz 1969, 1980).

The 1960s: years of transition
After returning again to Sweden, I found the conditions of the discipline changing.

Belatedly, long after I had already committed myself more firmly to the discipline, and 
browsing in old volumes of the American Anthropologist, I had come across a brief account 
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of Swedish ethnography as it was in the late 1950s (that is, just before I came to it), by 
the then head of the Ethnographic Museum in Gothenburg, Karl-Gustav Izikowitz.2 He 
offered a bleak view: there were altogether seven scholarly jobs at the two museums, and 
his conclusion was that in Sweden, “a professional anthropologist has few opportunities for 
making a living.”

Soon thereafter, the first entirely university-based position had been added at Uppsala 
University, although on the whole the discipline was still museum-based. It was the perhaps 
half-serious opinion of the museum research staff that their Uppsala colleague suffered from 
a scholarly handicap as he knew the artefacts only from the front – having seen them only 
in pictures..

In the later years of the 1960s, however, Sweden was opening up to the world, and 
this was reflected in the growing number of students who came to anthropology, sometimes 
staying on for a lasting engagement. Some had returned from periods as volunteers, in Africa 
or Latin America. Others were early global backpackers. More of them were simply young 
people who followed the news, which had Ho Chi-minh, Che Guevara and Julius Nyerere 
as major figures. (Nelson Mandela was at the time more remote – imprisoned on Robben 
Island.) 

This generation of students sought an anthropology speaking to their interests. Yet 
these were also times of turbulence, not only in a small academic discipline in Sweden, but 
as it seemed, in universities everywhere. Columbia University in New York and Nanterre in a 
sordid Paris suburb earned renown as early sites of student protest; at Stockholm University 
students contributed a size S version by occupying their own union building (prompting the 
Minister of Education, Olof Palme, to go there to debate them). 

Such circumstances could to a degree complicate things. The attempt to give the 
discipline a more up-to-date scholarly profile, and an improved place in the wider academic 
environment, may have had its feet on the ground more securely, and at the same time 
sounded a bit less important than changing the world more generally. Some participants and 
some observers had a certain difficulty in disentangling scholarly, ideological and personal 
differences. On the whole, in any case, there was a transition led mostly from below, by 
junior faculty and graduate students, (An inspiring nearby model was the new department 
of social anthropology at the University of Bergen, Norway, under the leadership of Fredrik 
Barth.) If there was some resistance to this makeover from the senior generation and from 
neighbouring disciplines, it was half-hearted in some places, and a little more strong-willed 
in others.3 A rather ill-informed attempt from the top of the national university system to 
rethink by committee what this discipline should be about figured in the end mostly as a 
parenthetical distraction. A “wind of change” here, too.

Field studies: away 
By the early 1970s, the transformative period was basically over, signified by a change in 
labels from “ethnography” to “anthropology.” (And so from then on, at least within the 
academic community, and in line with international usage, the term “ethnography” became 
the name of a broad methodological approach rather than of a discipline.) Departments at 
Stockholm and Gothenburg Universities, with new, younger department heads, had severed 
their formal links of dependency to museums, and the senior position at Uppsala had 
been upgraded to a full professorship. Research now became based more in the university 
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departments, less in the museums. A little later, social anthropology was introduced at the 
University of Lund under the large umbrella of a sociology department.  The first larger 
cohort of graduate students could move on toward field studies and degrees without much 
organizational uncertainty, and participate in the further consolidation of their discipline. 

When the time then came for field work, where did that early set of young anthropologists 
go?4 In those old centres of the discipline (Great Britain, France, the Netherlands) which 
first had anthropologies because they had empires, it seems that even later generations have 
been somewhat inclined to head for their respective ex-colonies. In contrast, continuing into 
the present, Swedish anthropologists have mostly not been guided by any such underlying 
territorial orientations, but have spread in the global terrain largely on the basis of personal 
preferences, finding their sites just about anywhere where field research has been practically 
feasible. 

However, in that period between the 1960s, with movements toward independence 
not least in Africa, and the late 1980s, when the Cold War came to an end, the overall 
world situation certainly influenced choices. Sweden, officially not aligned with either of 
the world’s two major power blocs, was inclined toward relatively freewheeling international 
policies, and toward sympathy with the emerging states. Public imagination was attracted 
by the new nations, “developing countries” – and new linkages were formed for purposes of 
political support and development assistance.

In anthropology, this has resulted, for one thing, in an enduring involvement 
with African studies. It has been most consistent at Uppsala University, to some degree 
stimulated by the 1960s creation of an interdisciplinary Nordic Institute of African Studies, 
collaboratively supported by the governments of the five Nordic countries while located 
in that city. Anita Jacobson-Widding, who took over the professorial chair in what would 
become the Department of Cultural Anthropology at Uppsala University, may be seen as a 
transitional figure. Retaining an existing African focus, her own work tended toward area 
overviews (e.g. on bridewealth, and on systems of colour classification [Jacobson-Widding 
1967, 1979]), but she drew on new sources of theoretical inspiration, and was strongly 
supportive of a new generation of field workers spreading over much of the continent. A 
later departmental program on African conflict and post-conflict field studies also made 
important contributions to the discipline. Sverker Finnström’s (2008) monograph on 
the upheavals in Northern Uganda is one example. At Stockholm University, Karl Eric 
Knutsson, the first to hold the chair in social anthropology, did not remain in it very long, 
moving on to a distinguished international career with UNICEF. The fact that he had 
already been engaged in practical development work in Ethiopia, however, was reflected for 
a period in a departmental East African emphasis, with a number of field studies (in large 
part for doctoral theses), even as these were not so often directly in the nature of applied 
anthropology.5

I, too, could belatedly become the Africanist I had planned to be when I went into 
anthropology; in the 1970s and 1980s, I had several periods of field work in a Nigerian 
town which had developed, in colonial times, around a railway junction in the centre of the 
country. This was also a further experiment in urban anthropology – although eventually 
it took me in the direction of thinking about emerging global interconnections, and the 
cultural creativity they involved (Hannerz 1996).

As time passed, it may have been in part a cohort of students with international 
backpacker experiences who chose to return to South Asia for field studies. Most of them 
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did their work in India (although Nepal also got a share); here were studies reporting on a 
low-caste group in a declining North Indian industrial city, on the local and transnational 
organization of the Dalit, on a local women’s anti-liquor movement, on a contemporary 
South Indian hunter-gatherer community, as well as on ideas of cultural identity among 
young middle-class men in New Delhi. In Southeast Asia, one long-term involvement has 
been with Javanese religion and politics; Buddhism in the social order of contemporary 
Laos has also received attention; one study focused on working-class ethnic Chinese in 
Penang, Malaysia; and a study of farming and environmentalism in northeastern Thailand 
signalled one growing thematic interest. East Asia has not stood out as a region of very 
much Swedish anthropological activity, although there have been studies for example of 
commercial horticulture in the New Territories of Hong Kong (by Göran Aijmer, also an 
important figure of the 1960s transition, and later professor at Gothenburg) as well as of a 
Japanese theme park.

Some of the work in the Arab world may now stand out as valuable not least as 
ethnographic documentation of local life from periods before recent dramatic upheavals. 
There was early work in a mountain town in Yemen, in a period when the country was just 
opening up to field workers from abroad, and in the Spanish North African enclave of Ceuta 
before it earned its reputation as an embattled entry point for African migration streams 
toward Europe. With previous research experience in Raqqa (the Syrian city later known as 
the capital of a new Islamic caliphate), Annika Rabo (2005) has carried out a detailed study 
of small-scale business life in the souq in Aleppo, now largely destroyed in a civil war.

In Latin America there have been studies of Amazonian tribal populations, gold diggers 
likewise in Amazonia, Afro-Brazilian NGOs, Venezuelan peasants, Mayan citizenship 
struggles in southern Mexico, women in a Colombian barrio, the response to recurrent 
flooding disasters in an Argentinean town, the work of a Swedish Pentecostal mission in 
Bolivia, and Brazilian telenovelas, to mention some of the variety of topics. In the Caribbean, 
one dissertation analysed changes in Haitian vodoun religion; and remarkably, Mona 
Rosendahl was one of few anthropologists from outside the country to be able to study 
everyday local life in Socialist Cuba in the 1980s and 1990s, reporting on this in Inside the 
Revolution (1997).6 

It is sometimes noted that the United States has not attracted very many non-American 
anthropologist field workers. This has not been quite true in the Swedish case. Over the 
last fifty years or so, there have at least been one ethnography of an African-American 
neighborhood in Washington, DC (my own); one of a Swedish-American community in 
California; one of a Native American reservation in South Dakota; and one of political 
conservatism in an Ohio town. Reaching into the Pacific, an ethnography of the politics of 
the U.S. territory of Guam, with a major military base, may also be counted here.

And then Europe offered numerous research sites. As Russia and East and Central 
Europe opened up to scholars from the outside, there were intriguing new opportunities. 
One example is Tova Höjdestrand’s (2009) study of homeless people in St. Petersburg. Other 
doctoral dissertations dealt with the lesbian community in Moscow, and the postsocialist 
period of transition among Romanian journalists. But the rest of the continent was not 
forgotten. For one thing, there was a multi-site study of the Armenian Diaspora in Paris, 
Istanbul and elsewhere. A German village was the location for a study of family ideology and 
childrearing. And with a point of departure in the colossal success of the Riverdance group 
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in one annual Eurovision Song Contest, Helena Wulff (2007) could explore the varieties of 
Irish dance. 

A diversity of themes 
With regard to topics, there has been much diversity in Swedish anthropology, shifting over 
time. To begin with, we might note the versatile work of Kaj Århem (e.g. 2000), one of the 
veterans of Swedish anthropology, who has carried out field studies in Amazonia, East Africa 
and Southeast Asia, and has taken a prominent interest in areas of kinship and marriage, and 
symbolism and ritual – classic fields of international anthropological expertise.

Such fields of study, then, continue to be represented. Yet being a relatively late 
starter, the Swedish version of the discipline may have carried less of a burden of traditional 
assumptions about what anthropologists could do. Again, given the typical Swedish 
perspectives toward “new nations” at the time, it is not surprising that development 
anthropology quickly became one important concern. Efforts here included applied work 
in a range of countries, as well as the conceptual and theoretical scrutiny of “development” 
and related concepts (e.g. Dahl and Hjort 1985). While development anthropology may 
with time have become proportionately a rather smaller subfield within the discipline, partly 
reflecting shifts in international cooperation policies generally, it remains significant. Work 
in this area is exemplified in a volume edited by Sten Hagberg and Charlotta Widmark 
(2009), including contributions by a number of practitioners. 

The anthropology of women became another quickly growing specialty, resulting 
not least in a number of doctoral dissertations in the 1980s and 1990s, based on field 
work in different parts of the world. With time, it became increasingly integrated into the 
interdisciplinary field of gender studies, which has tended to find its own institutional forms 
at Swedish universities. More recently, a number of later studies have been inspired by queer 
theory, for example Mark Graham’s Anthropological Explorations in Queer Theory (2014).

Global environmental issues – in large part under the transdisciplinary rubrics of human 
ecology and political ecology – have become another field of major concern in Swedish 
anthropology. This is a large field, and it includes a wide range of approaches. Alf Hornborg 
(e.g. 2001) takes a macro-oriented view, drawing on perspectives from world-system thought, 
with a strong historical dimension, toward the interrelations between culture, economy and 
power. More inclined to present-day ethnography, Bengt G. Karlsson’s work has in large part 
focused on the politics of ethnicity and environment in India. His monograph Unruly Hills 
(2011) deals particularly with perceptions of nature and the struggle over forests and natural 
resources in a region of north-eastern India.

Swedish anthropology could also develop quickly, however, in areas such as urban 
anthropology, media anthropology and global and transnational anthropology. Apart 
from my own early preoccupation with “urbanism as such,” it can perhaps be said that the 
urban anthropology has mostly been anthropology in the city rather than of the city, as 
research on quite diverse topics has involved urban field sites. A study by Johan Lindquist 
(2009) of the industrial boomtown of Batam, in Indonesia, but across the Straits from 
Singapore (and in a free trade zone with it), vividly portrays the human consequences of 
Southeast Asian economic growth, not least with regard to migration. Among several studies 
of occupational communities, one could exemplify the very local: it involved participant 
observation among shunters, focusing on the build-up of their technical know-how, in a 
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railway yard on the outskirts of Stockholm. But often the occupational ethnographies were 
linked to the engagement with transnational social forms. Several drew on multi-site field 
studies.7 A study of consultants/trainers in the intercultural communication business offers 
one example; and coming from previous research on multi-ethnic youth culture in London, 
but moving on to another specialty in the anthropology of communication and aesthetics, 
Helena Wulff took on one occupation which has a strikingly long transnational history, in 
her ethnography of Ballet across Borders (1998), with field studies of ballet companies in 
Stockholm, New York, London and Frankfurt am Main.

My own study of news media foreign correspondents (Hannerz 2004) was another 
multi-site occupational study – an example of “studying sideways,” in the sense that there 
are parallels between the work of this group and that of anthropologists, in reporting and 
interpreting between cultures – and at the same time an instance of media anthropology. In 
this genre there are examples from the production as well as the consumption side of things: 
doctoral dissertations have reported for example on the everyday working life of journalists 
on a Hindi-language newspaper in an Indian city, and on Muslim women on the Swahili 
Coast of Kenya watching – in purdah, on cassettes – the products of the Indian (Bollywood) 
popular film industry. After a pioneering effort in the anthropology of the Internet in her 
doctoral work, including field studies in Malaysia and Laos, Paula Uimonen continued 
research on the forms and uses of new media in Digital Drama (2012), an ethnography of a 
national arts college in Tanzania; this is also an innovative publication in that it has its own 
accompanying web site. 

From the study of occupations it is not a very long step to an interest in exploring 
a wider variety of modern organizations. Having done her doctoral research in a multi-
site study of the transnational organization of Apple, the computer corporation, Christina 
Garsten turned to work on think tanks and policy intellectuals. Organizational anthropology 
also found new fields for instance in the growth of new bureaucracies within the European 
Union framework, in Brussels and elsewhere. Some of the research in question is exemplified 
in the volume Organisational Anthropology, edited by Christina Garsten and Anette Nyqvist 
(2013). The book demonstrates that this is a field of lively international contacts; at the same 
time it is one where disciplinary borders tend to be easily crossed.

Clifford Geertz (1973: 19) once noted that writing is one major activity of anthropologists 
– although at the time, it had yet drawn little scrutiny. That changed, not least with the 
volume Writing Culture (Clifford and Marcus 1986), one of the discipline’s contemporary 
classics. Drawing on one of the annual Stockholm Anthropology Roundtables, Helena 
Wulff has more recently assembled a team of Swedish and international contributors for a 
volume on The Anthropologist as Writer (2016). If Writing Culture was somewhat esoteric, 
this book is rather more hands-on, dealing with the variety of ways scholars now have to put 
words together. (A decade or so earlier, there had been another book in Swedish, discussing 
the relationship between anthropology and journalism, at a point when it turned out that a 
cohort of younger scholars had some background in newspaper and radio journalism.) 

It has become increasingly clear, however, that anthropologists communicate not only 
through writing. Swedish anthropologists have produced several ethnographic films which 
have received some international attention. This development obviously shows some affinity 
with the interest in media anthropology. 
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Anthropology at home
That old discipline of “General and Comparative Ethnography” had been defined to a 
great extent by its focus on the non-Western world. With its transformation into social 
and cultural anthropology went, as elsewhere in the international scholarly community, an 
opening up toward “anthropology at home” (routinely understood as in one’s own country, 
but mostly not auto-ethnography), or for that matter studies elsewhere in Europe, or North 
America.8 One consequence of this on the Swedish academic scene was a less clear division 
of labor between anthropology and one other academic discipline. 

What had been “Folk Life Research,” created in Sweden (as in many Central and 
Eastern European countries – in German, Volkskunde) in the nineteenth century as a 
scholarly wing of cultural nationalism, with the prime purpose of documenting what was 
regarded as vanishing peasant traditions, reinvented itself especially from the 1970s on. 
Renamed as European Ethnology, it engaged rather more with the ethnography of everyday 
life under modernity – with some impulses borrowed from international anthropology, and 
others from what was developing especially in Anglophone countries as “Cultural studies.”9 

If this meant that the boundary between what in Swedish parlance became 
“anthropology” and “ethnology” might have become intellectually rather blurred, however, 
it has remained organizationally fairly distinct.10 It should be said, too, that even as research 
in Sweden became entirely legitimate, anthropology continued to be relatively more 
inclined toward research abroad than other disciplines in the social sciences and humanities 
in Swedish universities. It became a study of human diversity on a global basis, and to a 
degree that would tend to influence its handling of Swedish materials as well. 

The range of topics for local ethnographic research has predictably turned out to be 
quite wide. However, a few fields may deserve some special commentary.

In some parts of the world (such as in North America and Australia), it has been not 
so much the hold on overseas empires as the presence of ethnic minorities of the kind which 
have been termed “indigenous,” or “Fourth World,” or more lately “First People” that have 
been a major part of the historical raison d’être of the anthropological discipline. On the 
whole, not so in Sweden, although in a minimal sense, at least parts of Sweden have been 
“settler country,” with its Saami minority in the North. I became particularly aware of the 
relative weakness of this field of study when in the late1970s, to add a little Nordic flavor 
to the journal, I edited an issue of the journal Ethnos on current anthropological studies of 
the Saami. The contributors included a couple of British colleagues, two Americans, one 
Canadian, one Norwegian, and one Swede – who had most of his graduate work in Sweden, 
but who had later moved to Norway for the remainder of his career.11 Later on, it was a 
naturalized American expatriate in Sweden, Hugh Beach (e.g. 1993), who really became 
a committed Saami specialist, and who as holder of the chair in Cultural Anthropology in 
Uppsala built an ambitious, internationally connected research program in Circumpolar 
studies. 

Another field which has at least intermittently drawn ethnographic interest has 
been that of northern Swedish rural society – in large part as a study of the causes and 
consequences of decline. Urbanization and industrialization, mostly in the more southerly 
regions of the country, drew migrants from the North, especially from the 1960s onwards, 
leading to the shrinking of rural communities. The national government did little to hinder 
this; rather, administrative changes tended to accelerate things, by merging municipalities 
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and centralizing services in larger communities. Yet the debate over regional policy, with an 
anthropological and social science input, would seem to have been weaker in Sweden than 
it was in Norway.12 It could be argued, too, that Swedish anthropologists have made no 
consistent effort to institutionalize the discipline in the more or less new academic settings 
in northern Sweden.

What really did affect “anthropology at home,” however, as the discipline entered its 
1970s period of stable growth, was the way Swedish society also shifted in the direction of 
greater ethnic and cultural diversity. Transnational labor migration had increased, largely 
from Finland and from Mediterranean countries: Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey. Then 
especially from the later years of the decade onwards, there were also streams of refugees 
from different regions of the world – again partly from Mediterranean countries, but also 
from the Middle East, parts of Africa and Latin America, and later from Central Asia and 
the Balkans.

There was a certain demand, also from government offices of different kinds and at 
different levels, for knowledge about the newcomers, and some sense that anthropologists, 
with their understandings of cultural differences and their ethnographic methods, could be 
well equipped to develop such knowledge. From the later 1970s on, a number of projects 
on immigration and minority affairs were initiated. Swedish officials might at first have 
envisaged research focusing on just the cultural peculiarities of immigrant groups. It 
was more in line with the anthropological perspective, however, to problematize not the 
characteristics of the immigrant groups in themselves, but rather the encounter between the 
newcomers and Swedish institutions, such as those of health care and education. (Swedish 
doctors, surprisingly to their new patients, did not behave like Turkish doctors.) A number of 
doctoral theses, for one thing, resulted from these studies, at times with policy implications. 
This was also a field of particularly close interdisciplinary contacts, with political scientists, 
linguists, educationists and others. In retrospect, it may seem particularly noteworthy that 
one result of the engagement with immigration issues was a volume where two Swedish 
social anthropologists drew together an international set of contributors to cast light on The 
New Islamic Presence in Western Europe (Gerholm and Lithman1988).

If in the 1970s the Swedish stance toward newcomers was largely quite welcoming, it 
is also true that the relationship between Sweden and diversity has not remained entirely 
happy. 

Anti-immigrant sentiments, even incidents of violent xenophobia have shown up. By 
now the Swedish parliament includes a party of the type which European anthropologists 
usually refer to as “neo-nationalist.”13 The public demand for anthropological insights 
into migration, minority life and cultural diversity seems also to have declined somewhat. 
Minority group spokespersons make their own points – without necessarily coming to 
agreement. 

With the times of growing diversity in Swedish society, there were new faces in department 
student bodies too. Not least for some young refugees, universities may have allowed more 
personal freedom of manoeuvre than most Swedish settings, and anthropology departments 
could well offer more open environments than most. One Brazilian undergraduate would 
return home and eventually become a presidential candidate for the Green Party. Some 
remained to finish an anthropological training in Sweden and then made their way to new 
postings in Africa, Latin America or elsewhere in Europe – thus becoming a new Diaspora 
of Swedish anthropology, still connected to their old departments. 
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But others stayed on. In American anthropology, in the late twentieth century, we 
may remember, there was a noted rising presence of what one representative of the category 
described, semi-seriously perhaps, as the “halfies”: “people whose national or cultural identity 
is mixed by virtue of migration, overseas education, or parentage” (Abu-Lughod 1991: 
137).14 Swedish anthropology assembled its halfies too. Bawa Yamba (1995), for example, 
reported on West African Muslims on their overland pilgrimage toward Mecca, on which 
they made it only half-way; and Shahram Khosravi (2010), could offer a memoir of his own 
escape, across the Central Asian mountains and by air, from a war-torn Iran (where a young 
man of his age risked becoming cannon fodder) to Sweden. But not all newcomers came 
from quite so far away. Ivana Macek (2009) had left her old home country Yugoslavia as it 
was falling apart; later she was well-equipped for an urban ethnography of Sarajevo during 
war time. For halfies, in any case, “anthropology at home” would not necessarily mean what 
it did to native Swedes.

One more research field possibly of some special interest in Sweden: the decades of 
immigration may have stimulated new curiosity about parts of the national institutional 
habitat which could perhaps otherwise be taken for granted. When newcomers confront 
them, and try to make their way into them, or around them, old-time citizens/anthropologists 
may also begin to think about them. How do we get health care? What plans do we make for 
retirement? Why are we quite good about paying taxes? The “Nordic Model” for a welfare 
state draws a fair amount of international attention, and finally local anthropologists are 
finding topics of ethnography here. (A relatively free access to the backstage settings may 
be helpful.) Lotta Björklund Larsen’s (2017) inside study of the Swedish tax agency is an 
example.

Challenges, 2020: Public anthropology for Swedes
By now, the main Swedish universities are clearly very different places from what they were a 
half-century ago: more open to the world, but also places with anthropology finding its place 
in a more open academic landscape, with more interactions between disciplines. With an 
academic career reform changing from a limited number of professorial chairs to promotion 
based on personal scholarly merit, the number of full professors of anthropology has grown 
considerably. Moreover, anthropologists have also recently held professorships in a number 
of interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary fields, such as gender studies, human ecology, rural 
development, peace and conflict studies, and Latin American studies. 

So much, in brief, for the good news. Now for some words of warning. 
Very recently, there has been some public debate over the cluster of state institutions 

known as “museums of world culture,” of which the remaining ethnographic museum, 
that in Stockholm, is one. There are rather odd financial circumstances (such as fictive 
governmental land rents) involved, and political meddling in museum affairs has not been 
helpful either, but the point is also made that the museums have turned into playgrounds for 
varied family amusements: like contests over who can create the funniest hat. Such activities 
do not seem to have anything much to do with exhibiting museum collections, or informing 
about these, or in other ways telling visitors about other ways of life, as one might have 
thought that these museums should. 

There is a paradox here: in Karl-Gustav Izikowitz’ account of Swedish anthropology, 
as it was in the late 1950s, he noted that the seven anthropologists in regular positions in 
Sweden were all in museums. Some sixty years later, there seems to be only one Swedish 
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anthropologist steadily employed in an ethnographic museum. That is some 14 percent of 
what it used to be, before that era in which the discipline has otherwise grown greatly. 

As I write this, it is said that the appointment of more curators is about to take place, but 
one may be worried that for some time, the museum anthropologists had not persuasively 
demonstrated their indispensability to public culture. Indeed, international debates over the 
changing fates of anthropological museums suggest that this trend is not entirely unique.15 

It seems the ethnographic museum needs to be rethought, in an era of global experiences 
through media and travel. (The tourism industry now takes large numbers of Swedish  
vacationers to resorts on the Indian Ocean and the Caribbean.) 

But this is only one, conspicuous, case of a more general challenge. It seems to me 
that in the period when the youngish discipline was more anxious to establish its foothold 
on the academic scene, it also made some conscious effort to be publicly visible. Later 
generations, arriving in Academia to find anthropology already there, may have taken its 
place for granted, therefore not bothering so much about public entrepreneurship, and 
turning inward toward the discipline. This may have its purely intellectual attractions. It 
may also be a matter of career concerns. For advancement in a highly competitive field, one 
needs to demonstrate research accomplishments. To a degree, one risks becoming exposed 
to those dysfunctional aspects of regimentation and evaluation which have spread widely in 
recent times, with watch words like New Public Management, ranking lists, and, in Marilyn 
Strathern’s (2000) term, “audit culture.”16 I am in just a bit of two minds about the latter. 
With its bibliometrics of writings and citations, it could provide some insight (also for the 
wider university leadership and management) into who, out there on the knowledge factory 
floor, are actually contributing scholarly work, and gaining recognition for that, rather than 
merely excelling in the in-house rhetoric of committees, corridors and coffee rooms. But in 
anthropology, it is at worst a clumsy and misleading complex of assessment, importing from 
elsewhere methodological and evaluation criteria which are poorly attuned to the special 
qualities of ethnographic work and to anthropology’s forms of transnational collaboration. 

Recognizing all that, I still see a need for more public anthropology.17 To begin with, 
it is a matter of good citizenship: offering knowledge and insights which people outside 
anthropology, and outside Academia, may find valuable. For one thing, as the world (Sweden 
included) looks at present, I would think the challenges in questions of migration, cultural 
diversity and social integration are almost infinite. In large or small ways, anthropology 
has some special expertise here. But there is certainly a wider range of phenomena where 
anthropological knowledge can again be usefully complementary to people’s own experiences 
of new and not-so-new media, and travel, in “the global village” (to retrieve another notion 
which also made its debut about a half-century ago). 

There is, however, also a more down-to-earth reason for doing more public 
anthropology: not doing it is living dangerously. We may miss the public support we need in 
academic organizational upheavals, when new principles are thought up for the distribution 
of funding, and when new disciplines are invented and old ones may be assigned to the 
dustbin. If we do not tell the wider public what we do, it will not know, or (perhaps even 
worse) mistakenly believe it knows what we do – like still studying mostly “primitives.” 

Language is an issue here. We need to think about writing and publishing in Swedish. 
It is natural and basically necessary to do academic writing in an international language, 
now mostly English – particularly in a globally oriented discipline, the readers are in large 
part in the wider community of scholars. That also goes with audit culture. But to reach 
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into Swedish public culture, we must be aware that most members of the public do not 
habitually read any other language than Swedish. 

This involves some engagement with the media. Getting a foot in at the door to the 
rather narrow corridors of opinion of parts of the national media may not be easy. Perhaps 
we sometimes get annoyed with editorial staff or contributors who are less well-informed 
than they think they are, and whose battles with one another are too often transformed 
into intellectual celebrity gossip. It may be that local or regional newspapers in or close to 
university towns are a little more aware of what goes on, and who is who, in their academic 
neighbourhoods. Yet there are also newsmagazines and journals of more specialized coverage 
which may offer openings, and which have readerships that matter. 

And then we can write books in Swedish, collaboratively or individually. In Kaj Århem’s 
Den antropologiska erfarenheten (1994), “The Anthropological Experience,” a number of 
Swedish scholars have discussed their work. Fanny Ambjörnsson’s (2004) study of teenage 
girls and Anna Gavanas’ (2016) of elderly Swedes retiring in Spain have both drawn 
considerable attention. Generally, I would assume that the texts most likely to succeed as 
public anthropology are those which do not focus on the discipline as such, but are about 
topics where some part of the wider public takes an interest, without necessarily having 
been aware of anthropological expertise. Within that wide range, there is room for much 
variation, and much experimentation – perhaps leaning toward cultural critique in some 
cases, and resembling investigative journalism in others? I would point out, too, that several 
of those Swedish museum anthropologists of the first half of the twentieth century actually 
did do travel writing.18 Later in the century, that genre as a whole may have gone into 
decline – not only in Sweden but more generally (with some exceptions) – but perhaps it can 
be reinvented. Note that even inside the discipline, Claude Lévi-Strauss may now be more 
remembered for Tristes Tropiques than for his work on the elementary structures of kinship.

Notes
1. I have discussed Swedish anthropology twice before, at different points in time (Hannerz 1982, 

forthcoming). The present article draws to an extent on the latter of these. 
2. Izikowitz’ statement was part of a survey article co-authored by an ethnographer, an archaeologist 

and a folk life scholar, the combination presumably reflecting the fact that American Anthropologist 
was a journal of four-field anthropology (Izikowitz, Moberg and Eskeröd 1959: 669). 

3. If someone really wanted to engage with the detailed history of this period, it might be worthwhile 
looking into the lobbying activities of an entity called “Nordiska Rådet för Antropologisk 
Forskning” (the Nordic Council for Anthropological Research), a relatively short-lived and self-
recruiting body of professors in ethnography, folk life research, archaeology and comparative 
religion, and a mostly conservative grouping. As a later generation of professors did not join it, 
it faded away. 

4. As this essay is not intended as a bibliographic exercise, precise citations are largely limited 
to books more or less readily internationally available, from university presses or commercial 
publishers. A major publication form in Swedish academic life, however, has been a variety of 
in-house departmental and university series, especially of monographs. A very large proportion 
of these are doctoral dissertations. Since very far back in time, the dissertations are printed 
before they are publicly defended. These series tend not to be very effectively marketed, and 
the publications in them therefore tend to be less known internationally. Lists of them can now 
usually be sought out, however, on the respective university and/or departmental web sites. With 
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recent shifts in publishing technology, more of them are now also becoming available online. (A 
consequence of having dissertations printed before degrees are awarded is that the phase, fairly 
widespread elsewhere, in which junior scholars spend time on a post-doc polishing their theses 
for eventual publication, has been largely absent in this country.)

5. Karl Eric Knutsson was clearly the pioneer of Swedish development anthropology. He wrote 
a brief volume on “technical assistance in traditional societies” (1965), and during his stay in 
Stockholm he initiated a collaboration with the Swedish international development agency 
resulting in a section for development studies linked to the university department, through 
which development activities were organized for a number of years. 

6. Before I got back to my West African commitment, I also did a brief study of politics in the 
Cayman Islands (before that British colony became a global tax haven). 

7. A little later, what was evidently the first book on multi-site field work was published in Swedish, 
drawing on the experience of Swedish researchers, and to be used as a textbook in methods 
courses. I have also commented on these studies in an article on the characteristics of multi-site 
studies (Hannerz 2003). 

8. As it happens, the term “anthropology at home” was placed in circulation by a scholar who had 
been long in Sweden, and had a Gothenburg Ph.D. (Jackson 1987) 

9. While this discipline aimed in large part at local audiences, some of the work coming out of 
European Ethnology as practiced in Sweden has also appeared in English; see for instance Löfgren 
(2002) and Löfgren and Ehn (2010).

10. It mattered here that in most universities, social anthropology and European ethnology have 
been in different faculties, and therefore not under much administrative pressure to merge or 
otherwise get closer. For a comment on the anthropology-ethnology relationship, see Frykman 
(2012).

11. This early exception was Tom G. Svensson, who moved to Oslo to continue his Saami interests 
from there.

12. In Norway, a dominant figure in this debate was the interdisciplinarily inclined economist-
sociologist Ottar Brox, who was based in the anthropology department at Bergen. His central 
book on the topic was published also in Swedish translation (Brox 1970).

13. In a concluding comment in a volume overviewing varieties of neo-nationalism, I optimistically 
suggested that Sweden, after the failure of one particularly inept party formation, could already 
be in a “post-neonationalist” phase (Hannerz 2006). This was unfortunately mistaken. 

14. In a note, Abu-Lughod acknowledges that she got the term in a personal communication from 
Kirin Narayan, another member of the category.

15. For a well-informed view of the current situation of museums, see Levitt  (2015), who also 
discusses those in Sweden.

16. For my earlier reflections on changes of this sort in university life, see Hannerz (2007). 
17. The discipline of European ethnology has maintained a rather stronger public appeal – a handful 

of its leading representatives appear frequently in newspaper and radio commentary. Their topics, 
of course, are often Swedish habits and traditions, and thus of self-evident interest to home 
audiences. 

18. Erland Nordenskiöld, Gerhard Lindblom and Karl-Gustav Izikowitz were among them.
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Reports from Swedish Anthropology: Swedish 
PhD Dissertations in Anthropology 2016-2018

Four Swedish universities have PhD-programmes in social or cultural anthropology: 
Gothenburg, Lund, Stockholm, and Uppsala. Moreover, some anthropologically oriented 
dissertations are defended within inter-disciplinary PhD-programmes at the universities 
of  Linköping, Uppsala and Malmö, as well as at the Swedish University for Agricultural 
Sciences (SLU).

In the following, we have selected PhD Dissertations in Social or Cultural 
Anthropology defended in Sweden since 2016, and added those anthropologically related 
dissertations defended at other Swedish universities. For a complete list of PhD Dissertations 
in Anthropology at Swedish universities the last 20 years, we also refer to Sveriges 
Antropologförbund (SANT) – the Swedish Anthropological Association – that compiles all 
PhD dissertations at its website.

2016
Gullberg, Johanna 2016. The Republic of Difference: Feminism and anti-racism in the 
Parisian banlieues. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 11. Dept. of Social 
Anthropology, Stockholm University.

The thesis is an ethnographic study of three political groups in the Parisian banlieues: Ni 
putes ni soumises, AFRICA and Mouvement des indigènes de la République. These groups 
espouse both feminist and antiracist politics in theory, yet in practice tend to privilege either 
a feminist or  antiracist position and end up in opposition to each other. To explain why, 
the thesis locates their respective politics within French colonial heritage, French secularism 
(laïcité), and current politics surrounding Muslims in France, especially Muslim women in 
the banlieues. The thesis draws on anthropological theory, feminist theory, intersectionality, 
and post-colonial studies.

Larsson, Simon 2016. Att bygga ett samhälle vid tidens slut: Svenska Missionsförbundets 
mission i Kongo 1881 till 1920-talet [Building a Society at the End of Time: The Mission 
Covenant Church of Sweden in Congo, 1881 to the 1920s]. School of Global Studies, 
University of Gothenburg.

This dissertation is situated in an interdisciplinary academic discourse on missionary 
work in colonial states. The Mission Covenant Church of Sweden’s mission in Congo between 
1881 and the 1920s was aimed at converting those considered heathens to the Christian 
faith, founding local Christian congregations, and, in particular, changing the structures of 
the local society. This dissertation examines the missionaries’ ideal of a modern future society 

https://sverigesantropologforbund.org/avhandlingar-i-antropologi/
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and the manifestations of these efforts at the missionary stations. The study’s empirical 
sources comprise missionaries’ own documents, letters, and published articles and books. 
The main theoretical framework is ‘governmentality’, stemming from Michel Foucault’s 
ideas on discourses, power structures and control over a population’s understandings, 
thoughts, and actions. From this theoretical perspective the state and its institutions cannot 
alone explain how modern liberal, as well as colonial states, are governed. Changes in 
interpersonal relationships and individuals’ selfimage, shaped by collective experiences of 
organising economic distribution, family, sanctions, leadership, and knowledge create the 
conditions for effective modern governance. This theoretical framework provides tools for 
analysing and understanding the missionaries’ work with establishing schools, orphanages, 
nuclear families, and, in particular a protestant work ethic. Governmentality is also used 
to frame the work of the mission in relation to modern ideals of economy and the state. 
Furthermore, the governmentality perspective provides a starting point for discussing the 
missionaries’ own Christian self-image and how it relates to modern ideals, and enables an 
understanding of the mission as techniques for fostering subjects for a modern society. The 
empirical analysis suggests that, even if the work of the Mission Covenant Church of Sweden 
took certain Christian protestant values as its starting point, the ideals of the Congo mission 
and its projects around education, family and work, were essentially modern. The mission 
required replacement of pre-colonial political and social organisation and a new political 
order to establish social institutions which would function alongside the ideal Christian 
life. The mission depended on, and therefore collaborated with, the colonial state. However, 
the relation was not without tension as missionaries sometimes found their Christian ideals 
in dissonance with the brutality of the colonial state in Congo. The dissertation suggests 
that the mission’s ideals of society are central to understand how the mission project was 
executed. The study also shows that the mission was unable to put its own ideals into 
practice. The vision had to be implemented in dialogue and negotiation with Congolese 
Christians. Furthermore, the missionaries had scant and sometimes insufficient resources to 
carry out the planned social changes. They faced a host of practical problems and difficulties 
when it came to establishing and running the missionary stations, which consequently put 
the ideals of a Christian (modern) social organization under severe strain.

Lutz, Peter A. 2016. Tinkering Care Moves: Senior Home Care in Practice. Dissertations 
and documents in cultural anthropology (DICA) 22. Dept. of Cultural Anthropology and 
Ethnology, Uppsala University.

This dissertation builds on the current anthropological studies of care relations in 
practice. It draws inspiration from science and technology studies (STS) and postfeminist 
technoscience. A qualitative ethnographic approach grounds the empirical data collection 
and analysis. This entails ethnographic fieldwork with senior home care in the United 
States and Sweden during 2007–2008 and 2011–2012. Analytical attention centers on 
how movements situate various tensions of senior home care in practice. Four interrelated 
published works comprise the main thematic chapters. Each article exemplifies how 
human and nonhuman relations move and mediate care. They develop several heuristic 
terms that advance ideas about how older people, aging bodies, technologies, spaces, and 
times that tinker each other through movements of care in practice. The comprehensive 
summary frames these articles with an overview of the primary thematic orientations and 
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methodological concerns. A discussion of the main contributions and implications of the 
dissertation concludes the work.

Pan, Darcy 2016. Laboring Through Uncertainty: An ethnography of the Chinese state, 
labor NGOs, and development. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 14. Dept. of 
Social Anthropology, Stockholm University.

This study sets out to understand how international development projects supporting 
labor activism work in contemporary China. It focuses on the lived experiences of and 
relationships among a group of grassroots labor NGOs in the province of Guangdong, 
South China; intermediary NGOs in Hong Kong; and Western funding agencies that try 
to bring about social change in postsocialist China where the political climate is still highly 
restrictive and the limits of the state’s tolerance for activism are ambiguous and uncertain. 
Foregrounding the notion of uncertainty, this study investigates how state control is 
exercised by examining a specific logic of practices, discourses, and a mode of existence 
that constantly mask and unmask the state. More specifically, this study explores how the 
uncertainty about the boundaries of permissible activism is generative of a sociopolitical 
realm in which variously positioned subjects mobilize around the idea of the state, which in 
turn leads to articulations and practices conducive to both self-censorship and a contingent 
space of activism. Viewed as such, the idea of uncertainty becomes an enabler through 
which certain kinds of practices, relationships, and networks are made possible and enacted, 
and through which a sociopolitical realm of intimacy is constituted by and constitutive of 
these relationships, networks, and practices. Situated in the domain of uncertainty, this 
study examines the ways in which uncertainty, both as an analytical idea and an ontological 
existence, produces an intimate space where labor activists not only effectively self-censor 
but also skillfully map the gray zone between the relatively safe and the unacceptably risky 
choices.

Petitt, Andrea 2016. Women’s cattle ownership in Botswana. Acta Universitatis agriculturae 
Sueciae. Dept. of Rural and Urban Development, Sveriges lantbruksuniversitet. 

Cattle are often portrayed as a male affair in Botswana. However, venturing out 
into the Kalahari countryside to scratch the surface of this state of affairs, another picture 
emerges. There are in fact many women from different socioeconomic background who 
own, manage and work with cattle in different ways, and their farming is defined by both 
the connection to the EU beef market and interlinked local processes of power. Cattle are 
ever-present in Botswana and play a paramount role in the economy, in politics and in the 
rural landscape of the country, as well as in many people’s cultural identity, kinship relations 
and everyday routines. I study women’s involvement in cattle production in Ghanzi District 
to think about how peoples’ relations to certain livestock species produce, reproduce and 
challenge established patterns of material and social relations. More specifically I investigate 
how access and claims to livestock are defined by intersections of gender, ethnicity, race and 
class within broader contexts associated with the commercialisation of livestock production. 
The objective of this thesis is to explore how different women are able to benefit from their 
cattle ownership in terms of their social positions and material welfare in Botswana within 
the broader political, economic and sociocultural contexts associated with the commercial 
beef industry. Through ethnographic fieldwork and an intersectional analysis of gendered 
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property relations to grazing land and cattle, I show how women do benefit from both 
subsistence products and monetary income from cattle sales. An increased need for cash 
together with the possibility to sell cattle stimulated by Botswana’s beef trade with the EU 
have motivated women to seek control over cattle. There are women who, encouraged by 
gender equality messages from the Ministry of Gender Affairs, make use of the government’s 
loans and grants designed to facilitate entrepreneurship to start up their own cattle operations 
and make claims to the cattle market. Many of these women, who have control over their 
cattle also benefit in terms of social status and a number of those women who engage in 
cattle production in ways seen as new and different speak of more equal gender relations.

Pollack Sarnecki, Hannah 2016. Favela Funk – Ways of Being Young in the Urban Peripheries 
of Rio de Janeiro. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 12. Dept. of Social 
Anthropology, Stockholm University.

During the last decades, funk music produced in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro has been 
travelling the world as a genre of contemporary cool. Construed as both hip and authentic 
and consumed globally, it has become a political and commercial asset in the nation’s rise 
to economic dominance and in Rio’s campaign to become a global city. In Brazil, however, 
favela funk draws the boundaries between the shanty towns of the urban margins, where it 
remains a social practice, and the state, by which it is condemned and sometimes prohibited 
for lyrics that allude to violence in an alleged glorification of gang power. This dissertation 
is an ethnographic inquiry into social life and power relations in one of the favelas of Rio 
de Janeiro. It tells the story of how a drug-dealing faction challenges the sovereignty of the 
state on its turf by means of both arms and the control and distribution of pleasure and 
fun. Funk, in this account, emerges as an immensely popular social practice and thus an 
instrument of drug-dealing power. By treating violence and the sexually explicit as both 
unifying and fragmenting in the social dynamics of this place, the dissertation uncovers the 
paths that favela youth tread in the context of severe poverty, vulnerability and limited access 
to state institutions and formal employment.

Schwabe, Siri 2016. Promised Lands: Memory, Politics, and Palestinianness in Santiago de 
Chile. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 13. Dept. of Social Anthropology, 
Stockholm University.

This study is a comprehensive attempt to grapple with diasporic Palestinianness in 
Santiago de Chile. Based on long-term fieldwork from 2013 to 2014 within Palestinian-
Chilean networks, organizations, and places it explores how an inherently political 
Palestinianness is constituted, expressed and explored via memory on the one hand and 
processes related to space and place on the other. Palestinianness is employed here as a 
concept that captures all that goes into maintaining a Palestinian presence in Santiago. 
Rather than a fixed category, Palestinianness is something that works and is worked upon in 
ways that are inseparable from, in this case, the context of lived life in the Chilean capital. It 
is a host of experiences and practices that cannot be neatly separated, but that are constantly 
weaved together in steadily recurrent, but sometimes disruptive and surprising patterns. 
By interrogating Palestinianness within the distinct context of present-day Santiago, the 
thesis unsettles and reconfigures conceptualizations of the relationship between memory, 
space, and politics. It does so by delving into the ambiguities at play in Palestinian-Chilean 
relationships to the often uncomfortable memory politics of post-dictatorship and the 
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ongoing Palestinian struggle respectively. To shed light on the dynamics at play, transmemory 
is introduced as a concept that seeks to capture the spatial and spatially mobile qualities of 
memory. The thesis argues that by engaging with traveling memories of life and conflict in the 
old land and simultaneously rejecting involvement with continuously troubling memories 
of the recent Chilean past, Palestinian-Chileans form a collective politics of Palestinianness 
that is nonetheless distinctly marked by an inescapable Chileanness.

Åsman, Susanne 2016. Bombay Going: Migration, return and anti-trafficking in the lives of 
Nepali migrant sex workers. School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg.

Set against the background of a critical examination of anti-trafficking organisations’ 
dominant discourses of sex trafficking in the Nepali context, this dissertation provides an 
ethnographic account of how Tamang women and men in the Sindhupalchowk district, 
defined by these organisations as severely affected by sex trafficking, understand what they 
define as “Bombay going” or migration for sex work. The main motivation for this endeavour 
is that very little, if anything, has been said about sex trafficking and anti-trafficking efforts 
from the perspective of Tamang women besides the studies based on the rehabilitation and 
reintegration programmes led by anti-trafficking organisations that concentrate exclusively 
on the women’s identity as victims. This study focuses on women’s agency and the meaning 
they ascribe to their roles as sex workers in the migratory process in the present and the 
past. It investigates how they carve out a space for themselves and create relatedness in 
the places between which they move — their house in the rural area in Nepal and the 
brothels in Mumbai that temporarily serve as their homes during their absence. Of central 
importance is the women’s return to their natal or conjugal house after years of sex work 
in the red light district and their lived everyday lives as wives, mothers, daughters, etc. 
In stark contrast to the dominant discourse among the anti-trafficking organisations, the 
Tamang women in this study returned of their own accord and were reintegrated into their 
native villages. It also demonstrates that their migration to Mumbai was driven by the 
intention of return from the very start. During their years abroad, the women felt a strong 
sense of belonging to and maintained their membership to their natal houses, through 
social, religious and financial contributions of “Bombay wealth”, through return visits and 
strong and well-established networks between the brothels in Mumbai and their homes in 
Nepal. Moreover, through their contributions from sex work Tamang women have created 
significant personal and structural social changes in their places of origin regarding gendered 
roles, family relations, marriage practices, mortuary rituals and religious practices and 
inheritance rights. The dissertation is based on multisited ethnographic fieldwork carried 
out over a fifteen month long period, with several return visits during the years after the 
fieldwork period, in both Nepal and India. However, the main part of the fieldwork was 
conducted in the Sindhupalchowk district, northeast of Kathmandu, mainly inhabited by 
the Tamang ethnic group. Additionally, fieldwork was carried out at the brothels in the red 
light districts of Mumbai and Kolkata, and interviews were conducted with INGOs and 
NGOs in Kathmandu working with anti-trafficking initiatives in Nepal.
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2017
Capelán Köhler, Annika 2017. Fibre Formations: Wool as an anthropological site. Section of 
Social Anthropology, Dept. of Sociology, Lund University.

Contemporary debates on sustainability usually relies on standardised and normative 
categories, such as ‘social’ and ‘nature’, and on linear notions of time. This study explores a 
more complex perspective on the delicate borderlands between the ‘un-sustainable’ and the 
‘sustainable’. A particular material and a particular place stand at the centre of attention: 
woollen Merino fibre on the South American grasslands. Being alert to activities around 
woollen fibre implies efforts to understand how the fibre forms part of larger wholes as it 
generates collective relations and communities. This focus foregrounds aspects of people’s 
careful balancing between sustainable and un-sustainable conditions. By drawing on 
fieldwork among sheep farmers, laboratory technicians, manufacturers, textile traders, 
artisans, artists and art collectors, the study shows that the idiosyncrasies of how people 
classify Merino wool include different kinds of interferences, here referred to as processes 
of displacements, dissonances, dissociations, and distortions. The classifications and their 
interferences also include the handling of coexisting and contradictory temporalities: 
rhythms, paces, cycles and intervals. These are vital and imperative yet often overlooked parts 
of holding together artefacts and worlds. The study demonstrates that the South American 
grasslands’ multispecies collectives and the wool, their qualities or how they sustain, can 
be better understood after attention has been paid to people’s practices of classification. To 
classify is not only to sort and order what is already there but a way to both make sense of 
and to generate worlds. Fibre formations thus refers to both the transformations that the 
wool undergoes, and the impact it has upon lives in its surroundings. By letting Merino fibre 
be the stable point – the site – and the smallest common denominator of each description, 
the study shows how variations of categorization morph and add to normative categories 
and to linear notions of time. Woollen fibre is found to be part of several larger wholes 
and, in a sense, to be larger than itself. This, in turn, contributes to recent reflections on 
the capacity of anthropological research and is intended as a tentative move towards an 
anthropology of un-sustainability.

Cras, Patrik 2017. Landsbygdssamhällets medborgarskap. Acta Universitatis agriculturae 
Sueciae. Dept. of Rural and Urban Development, Sveriges lantbruksuniversitet. 

This study takes observations of services and infrastructure organized in civil society 
as a starting point. In rural communities we find civil society organizations providing 
different types of services and infrastructure, which are almost exclusively provided by 
commercial companies, or by municipalities, in the cities. As examples of such service 
and infrastructure provision in rural civil society, this study focuses on fuel stations and 
the expansion of the fiber optic network for broadband. These are two issues rural civil 
society has been increasingly engaged in, and assumed responsibility for, during the last 
decade. In the thesis, these developments are being studied as matters of citizenship. How 
do these developments shape the actual citizenship of rural communities? Citizenship 
as a theoretical framework is complemented with anthropological perspectives from the 
subfield of anthropology of policy. The study has been conducted as a multi-cited field work 
where observations of meetings, interviews and the analysis of document form the basis. 
The field work covers rural communities in the region of Uppland as well as regional and 
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national governmental actors. The conclusion is that the way in which issues of service and 
infrastructure provision are handled forms a special type of citizenship in rural communities. 
The kind of citizenship that is formed can be identified as a communitarian citizenship; 
a citizenship where people find themselves clearly dependent on each other in the local 
community and dependent on handling issues in civil society outside the formal political 
structures. This study shows that the conditions in rural communities in Sweden today makes 
rural citizenship increasingly communitarian. The study also shows how communitarian 
citizenship constitutes an underlying norm in rural policy. At the same time, the study shows 
how the conditions for communitarian solutions to rural challenges differ between different 
communities. Consequently, the consequences of a shift towards a more communitarian 
citizenship thus differ between different rural communities.

Ekoluoma, Mari-Elina 2017. Everyday Life in a Philippine Sex Tourism Town. Uppsala 
Studies in Cultural Anthropology 57. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Dept. of Cultural 
Anthropology and Ethnology, Uppsala University. 

Sabang used to be a small, marginalized Philippine fishing village that in the span of 
three decades became a well-known international sex tourism site. This thesis deals with the 
implications of tourism (including sex tourism) and how it has become embedded in the 
daily life in today’s Sabang. The thesis highlights the local populations’ diverse reactions to 
the various changes associated with tourism growth, in particular how various symbolic, 
moral, and spatial boundaries are constructed and maintained. The ethnographic material 
examined in this thesis builds on several periods of fieldwork, in total 18 months, that were 
carried out between 2003 and 2015. Analytical tools found in tourism anthropology and in 
particular the branch of postcolonial tourism studies has guided the discussion and analysis 
of the socio-cultural effects of becoming a tourism town. This thesis argues that complex 
networks of boundaries are significant in maintaining a sense of order and social cohesion 
in times of change. Notions of cultural differences are expressed through the narratives 
and behaviors of the various inhabitants, and contribute to the maintaining of boundaries 
within and between groups. From the beginning of tourism growth commercial sex has 
been central and has become a significant factor in the tourism economy. While residents 
acknowledge their dependency on the go-go bars, the business of the night is framed so as 
not to defeat the inhabitants’ struggles to maintain local community’s sense of morality, or at 
least to set up boundaries between the outsiders’ immorality and insiders’ morality. Tourism 
has also offered opportunities to challenge conventional social hierarchies and local seats of 
power, and there are also recurrent discussions about who has the right to control resources 
and who can claim entitlement to a place now shared by people from all over the world. 

Granbom, Lotta 2017. The Second Wave: The Urak Lawoi After the Tsunami in Thailand. 
Section of Social Anthropology, Dept. of Sociology, Lund University.

On 26 December 2004, the Urak Lawoi sea people were hit by a huge tsunami that 
overwhelmed all of Southeast Asia causing the deaths of more than 350,000 people across 
the region. If the tsunami was the disaster, the “first wave”, the relief efforts and the assistance 
that came with it became the “second wave”, due to the social and economic changes that 
followed. The Urak Lawoi have for centuries, resided on the Andaman Sea, off western 
Thailand. They have long lived on islands, that today are popular touristic destinations, 
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such as Phuket, Phi Phi, and Ko Lanta Yai. Here, they have long shared resources that the 
ocean can offer for subsistence. Living next to the sea is central to their identity; here, they 
fish, gather at the shore, and perform ancestor-spirit worship. Although they are a minority 
in Thailand, they maintain a culture, language, and lifestyle apart from Thai society. In 
this dissertation I discuss how the post-tsunami reforms, relief efforts and outside attention 
have affected everyday life among the Urak Lawoi on the island of Ko Lanta Yai. The 
dissertation is based on 36 months of ethnographic fieldwork that stretches over a decade 
(2002-2013), before and after the tsunami. I have used video cameras to film, providing a 
deeper understanding of the empirical data collected. The monograph provides an empirical 
understanding of how global economic interests and transnational migration influence local 
communities. Examples from fieldwork are used to demonstrate how an indigenous people 
were deprived of their territory (which in this case includes the sea), and how this affected 
their religion but also hampered their self-sufficient economy as they became increasingly 
dependent on a solid monetary income. The analysis reveals how a response to a natural 
disaster can accelerate the integration of local people into the global economic arena under 
the conditions of tourism development. The rebuilding activities, new regulations, and 
social integration processes became catalysts for the local government to implement desired 
changes that suited tourism growth. The study demonstrates how development increased the 
inequalities of people’s living conditions and made people without land entitlements more 
vulnerable. Those who have access to land were the best at integrating with Thai society, but 
they were also the best at preserving their identity. Thus, I argue, a natural disaster can be 
used as a pretext for exploitation in favor of tourism development in the affected area, and 
speed up the process of change. I conclude that outsiders have a desire to create stereotypes 
of the Urak Lawoi, who only have the “right” to retain their identity as “sea people” if they 
adapt their traditions and culture to suit tourism development. Although vulnerable, the 
Urak Lawoi do not see themselves as victims but show strong agency and creativity to act 
within limitations in society. 

Hentati, Jannete 2017. A Lesson in Community: Order and Disorder among Teachers in 
Malmö and Marseille. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 16. Dept. of Social 
Anthropology, Stockholm University.

This ethnographic study is based on comparative fieldwork among teachers at secondary 
schools in two southern situated cities in Europe: Malmö in Sweden and Marseille in France. 
The focus of the study is on how teachers make sense of and grapple with their mission to 
build and foster “good” citizens, which is intended to promote national community and 
unity. Exploring how the teachers strive and struggle to fulfil this mission provides a better 
insight into the ideas and practices that permeate their work. At the same time, the everyday 
tensions that occasionally complicate this task are highlighted. A crucial observation in this 
study is that teachers in both Sweden and France often find themselves confined to a kind of 
cross-pressure. Enclosed within it, teachers are torn between, on the one hand, endeavouring 
to reach certain visions and goals regarding how to instil a sense of national community in 
their pupils and, on the other, being confronted with an irregular and often far from pliable 
reality. This study shows how teachers are dealing with this cross-pressure, how – in case of 
hurdles and friction in their work – they try to maintain order in what they perceive and 
experience as being a state of great disorder in relation to their educational mission. The 
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thesis contributes to increased knowledge of teachers’ lived professional experiences and 
situated practices in their day-to-day work. It also brings to light a problematising discussion 
about the role and importance that teachers expect themselves to play in relation to an 
overall idea of national community and unity in Sweden and France respectively.

Mengiste, Tekalign Ayalew 2017. Struggle for Mobility: Risk, hope and community of 
knowledge in Eritrean and Ethiopian migration pathways towards Sweden. Stockholm 
Studies in Social Anthropology NS 15. Dept. of Social Anthropology, Stockholm University.

On the basis of the ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Sweden, Italy, Sudan and 
Ethiopia during 2013–2015, this study examines the motivations, organizations and impact 
of overland migratory journeys from Ethiopia and Eritrea across the Sahara Desert and 
Mediterranean Sea to Sweden. The analysis involves the exploring of how migrants strive 
to prepare, manage and survive the multiple risks and structural barriers they encounter: 
the exits from Eritrea and Ethiopia, negotiations and contacts with various brokers and 
facilitators, organized crime and violence, restrictive border controls, passage through the 
Desert and high Sea and finally, ‘managing the asylum system in Sweden’. Further, it maps 
how the process of contemporary refugee mobility and multiple transitions is facilitated by 
the entanglement of transnational social relations and smuggling practices. The study argues 
for a perspective wherein migration journeys are embedded in and affected by the process 
of dynamic intergenerational, translocal and transnational social relations, material practices 
and knowledge productions. It depicts how practices and facilitations of irregular migratory 
mobility reproduce collective knowledge that refugees mobilize to endure risks during their 
journey, establishing a community and creating a home after arriving at the destination 
location.

2018
Baral, Anna 2018. Bad Guys, Good Life: An Ethnography of Morality and Change in Kisekka 
Market (Kampala, Uganda). Uppsala Studies in Cultural Anthropology 58. Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis. Dept. of Cultural Anthropology and Ethnology, Uppsala University. 

Based on ethnographic data gathered over a period of almost three years, this 
dissertation scrutinizes the everyday lives of informal workers selling auto parts in Kisekka 
Market, central Kampala. Its ambition is to understand how the workers navigated a 
highly moralized environment in today’s Uganda, where the supposed moral deterioration 
of society is passionately discussed in public and in private. Analytically the dissertation 
focuses on three “moral landscapes,” or moral discourses of different geographical scales, 
that intersected in the workers’ lives: first, the Ugandan nation or the country; second, 
the Buganda kingdom with its cultural institutions to which the majority of the workers 
professed allegiance; and third, the capital city Kampala. Materializing in Kisekka Market, 
each landscape posed moral demands that the workers navigated daily as they struggled 
to balance norms with lived practices. The workers were perceived by external observers 
as morally ambiguous for their supposed instrumentality in riots and violent crimes in 
Kampala. Their notoriousness increased for the fact that they were men, often uneducated, 
and therefore, in public discourse, potentially threatening. Consequently, they were referred 
to as bayaaye, translated as hooligans or bad guys, and this label defined their relations with 
customers from all parts of Kampala and Uganda. In exploring the implications of the three 
moral landscapes, particular attention is paid to the in-between. Rather than focusing on 
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mediatized events like riots and crimes, the dissertation investigates and locates the workers’ 
agency in the mundane processes of care and getting by and the tentative paths to a good life 
that unfolded daily in Kisekka Market, regardless of larger political tensions in Kampala and 
beyond. The city’s development plan to replace Kisekka Market with a fancy shopping mall 
rendered the workers’ situation increasingly exposed and their lives increasingly vulnerable. 
In the workers’ quest for some degree of control and self-worth, the label of bayaaye refracted 
into its multiple dimensions – proudly appropriated or painfully rejected by the workers 
themselves – attesting   to the complexities of everyday ethics, in Kampala as elsewhere. 
Consequently, the ethnography of this dissertation problematizes the dominant yet fraught 
narrative around young men in urban Africa.

González-Fernández, Tania 2018. Feeling Across Distance: Transnational Migration, 
Emotions, and Family Life Between Bolivia and Spain. Stockholm Studies in Social 
Anthropology NS17. Dept. of Social Anthropology, Stockholm University.

What are the relational dynamics of family life as it is lived across vast distances and 
over time? What underpins these relations, practices, and experiences of being apart and yet 
together? Based on a long-term multi-sited fieldwork carried out in Spain and Bolivia from 
2013 to 2015, this study sets out to address these questions by investigating caring practices, 
mediated connections, (non)material exchanges, and lived experiences of “doing” and 
“feeling” family across borders. It conveys the story of ten families divided between Madrid 
and the Bolivian urban areas of Cochabamba, Sucre, and Santa Cruz de la Sierra. Taking 
as a point of departure the encounters with middle-aged women who migrated to Spain in 
the early 2000s, the thesis moves back and forth between “here” and “there” to provide a 
polyphonic account of family relationships as they are sustained, enacted, and experienced 
by both those who leave and those who stay. It does so by exploring the transnational 
provision of care, the routines of keeping in touch, the exchange of remittances and material 
goods, as well as the interplay of these practices with the management of emotions and the 
circulation of affects. The term “affective maps” is employed here as a concept to capture 
the myriad of relatives taking part in these connections, in that it points out how these are 
strongly interdependent relationships through which people have the capacity to affect and 
to be affected by one another across distance. More specifically, this study demonstrates 
how the various ways of dealing with transnational family life are constantly shaped by 
migration regimes, restrictive policies, and global inequalities, on the one hand, and by 
power social relations, gender and generational roles, and life-course stages, on the other. 
To illuminate the dynamics at play, the notion of “feel-work” is introduced as a tuned-in 
ethnographic practice that simultaneously engages the body and the mind, reasoning and 
feeling. This study is thus a multi-sited ethnography contributing further knowledge into 
emotions and affects in human mobility, while it consistently uses emotions and affects as 
methodological and epistemological tools. The thesis argues that family members recreate a 
sense of “closeness” and maintain their emotional connection despite not being physically 
together nor seeing each other over long periods of absence. Ultimately, in grappling with 
the affective dimension of family relationships in the distinct context of current Bolivia-to-
Spain migration, this thesis aims to shed some light on the emotional and the corporeal as 
constitutive aspects of the ethnographic endeavor.

http://su.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?dswid=8065&pid=diva2%3A1189432&c=1&searchType=RESEARCH&language=en&query=&af=%5B%5D&aq=%5B%5B%5D%5D&aq2=%5B%5B%7B%22researchSubjectId%22%3A%221912%22%7D%2C%7B%22publicationTypeCode%22%3A%5B%22comprehensiveDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22monographDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22dissertation%22%5D%7D%5D%5D&aqe=%5B%5D&noOfRows=50&sortOrder=dateIssued_sort_desc&sortOrder2=title_sort_asc&onlyFullText=false&sf=all
http://su.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?dswid=8065&pid=diva2%3A1189432&c=1&searchType=RESEARCH&language=en&query=&af=%5B%5D&aq=%5B%5B%5D%5D&aq2=%5B%5B%7B%22researchSubjectId%22%3A%221912%22%7D%2C%7B%22publicationTypeCode%22%3A%5B%22comprehensiveDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22monographDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22dissertation%22%5D%7D%5D%5D&aqe=%5B%5D&noOfRows=50&sortOrder=dateIssued_sort_desc&sortOrder2=title_sort_asc&onlyFullText=false&sf=all
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Lundberg, Arvid 2018. Openness as Political Culture: The Arab Spring and the Jordanian 
Protest Movements. Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology NS 18. Dept. of Social 
Anthropology, Stockholm University.

This study is an exploration of the origins of the Arab Spring in Jordan and across the 
region. Based on ethnographic fieldwork among the leadership of the Jordanian protest 
movements, it suggests a new way of understanding why these movements fell apart. A 
recurrent theme in accounts of the political movements that emerged in Jordan and the 
Arab world more generally in 2011 is that the unity that initially appeared on streets and 
squares never transformed into a viable coalition but instead dissolved. A common way to 
understand why the Arab Spring’s promise of a less authoritarian society was not fulfilled is to 
look at the center of a political system and explain why it did not become more democratic. 
These explanations depend on an alternative that we know only through our counterfactual 
imagination: a united opposition capable of bringing about a democratic system. Instead 
of imagining a united opposition and explaining why it was not realized, the thesis starts 
with the fact that the Jordanian opposition was deeply fragmented, but that there were 
attempts to counter this fragmentation by coordinating and specifying its demands. These 
attempts fell apart due to something more general than ideological, ethnic or religious 
divisions within the Jordanian opposition. They were based on a way of conducting politics 
that was uncommon among the leadership of the protest movements as well as among 
their opponents. These attempts were characterized by an emphasis on political ideas and 
programs rather than patronage and by an orientation toward political dialogue, which 
some Jordanians described in terms of “infitāḥ” (openness) and contrasted with a more 
polemical form of politics. This ethnographic study puts this more unusual form of politics 
into sharper relief and shows how it was rooted in political practices and values as well as 
comparable types of education and social life. This allows us to see how democratization is a 
movement that is not only political but also cultural, which takes shape in political activism, 
education and social life.

Mitchell, Andrew 2018. Tracing Wolves: Materiality, Effect and Difference. Stockholm 
Studies in Social Anthropology NS 19. Dept. of Social Anthropology, Stockholm University.

As wolves are seldom seen in Scandinavia, Tracing Wolves utilises the ‘trace’ as both a 
theoretical and methodological tool to aid comprehension of what a wolf is and what a wolf 
does. Consequently, this enquiry examines human-wolf practices, such as tracking, genetic 
analysis, GPS tracking, hunting, and wolf necropsies, via which Scandinavian wolves in 
Sweden manifest. It is in this respect, through the traces wolves leave – like tracks in the 
snow, a steaming scat, the remains of a recent kill, GPS data or genetic material – that 
humans come to know wolves. Furthermore, this study also employs the ‘trace’ as a way 
to navigate through the complexities of material-semiotics and post-human approaches to 
method and theory, and contemplates rather more traditional approaches to anthropological 
knowledge. Accordingly, by considering the materiality of human-wolf encounters and how 
effects are comprehended and differences emerge, this analysis highlights that some of theses 
practices, aided by empathy and embodiment, facilitate a sociality that operates across 
species boundaries.

http://su.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?dswid=8065&pid=diva2%3A1197414&c=2&searchType=RESEARCH&language=en&query=&af=%5B%5D&aq=%5B%5B%5D%5D&aq2=%5B%5B%7B%22researchSubjectId%22%3A%221912%22%7D%2C%7B%22publicationTypeCode%22%3A%5B%22comprehensiveDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22monographDoctoralThesis%22%2C%22dissertation%22%5D%7D%5D%5D&aqe=%5B%5D&noOfRows=50&sortOrder=dateIssued_sort_desc&sortOrder2=title_sort_asc&onlyFullText=false&sf=all
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Nilsson, Johan 2018. Constructing Consumer Knowledge in Market Research: An 
Ethnography of Epistemics. Linköping Studies in Arts and Sciences. Dept. of Thematic 
Studies, Technology and Social Change. Linköping University.

Market research pervades society. It is an endeavour that connects marketing practice 
with methods similar to social science. Further, market research results appear as knowledge 
produced to inform recipients towards making productive business decisions and as a 
commodity sold to commissioning clients. I suggest that such commissioned knowledge 
production must be approached taking into account both the making and the marketing of 
such material. The position of market research between concerns to know through research 
and to market goods and services, including its own, has been approached differently in 
academic scholarship. Examples range from criticism against surveillance and manipulation, 
to calls to defining the benefits of market research techniques for organising markets and 
societies. Researchers have tried to explain this knowledge making for market research as a 
construction of objects of knowledge or as a performative phenomenon. This thesis takes 
an ethnographic and cultural approach to market research work and the researchers that 
undertake it. Based on fieldwork with Swedish firm Norna (pseudonym) and handbooks 
from industry organisation ESOMAR, the thesis inquires into the epistemic practices and 
epistemology of market research, how market researchers consider their work influenced 
by the relations that they maintain and how ideas and practices in market research inform 
understanding of commissioned knowledge production. The thesis consists of four 
articles dealing with the ideas, actors and processes that engage market researchers. The 
first article assesses market research industry handbooks and discusses the contribution of 
performativity approaches in light of this local epistemology. The second article studies how 
market researchers shape their respondents as part of producing consumer knowledge. The 
third article assesses how the work processes of market research knowledge production rely 
on the production and distribution of ignorance to successfully keep respondents and clients 
at the right certainty interval. The fourth article examines client relations and how market 
researchers produce materials to satisfy clients as well as shape clients’ preferences and 
understanding.The findings of  the thesis point to how market research features its own local 
epistemics and reflexivity on the part of researchers, but also the tensions and ambiguities 
involved. Market researchers handle commercial pressures and epistemic quandaries in 
parallel and overlapping relational practice through the production and deployment of both 
knowledge and ignorance. Dealing with clients and respondents transcends the distinction 
between the commercial and the informative. The text informs a further understanding 
of market research, its techniques by means of engaging with how its researchers view this 
activity. Further it challenges the social study of knowledge production by showing how in 
this case it includes concerns that are not simplistically commercial or epistemic.

Paulo, Margarida 2018. Everyday struggles with HIV/AIDS in Mafalala, Maputo 
(Mozambique). School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg.

The HIV/AIDS epidemic is a huge problem in Mozambique. The aim of this thesis is 
to inquire into how some of the most vulnerable people in Mozambique, the urban poor, 
experience and understand the epidemic and the government’s efforts to address it. The 
study is based on extensive anthropological fieldwork, including participant observation 
and a number of interviews in the urban area Mafalala, Maputo, and it seeks to understand 
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and discuss how the HIV/AIDS epidemic in urban Mozambique relates to people’s own 
voices, experiences, and understandings. By using a people-centered approach, where the 
needs and care of the people in the local context is in focus rather than specific illnesses, the 
study explores people’s socio-cultural practices, ideas, and living conditions related to HIV/
AIDS. With this approach, the healthcare delivery can only be improved and made more 
effective by being sensitive to both individual and social needs. The theoretical framework is 
based on anthropological perspectives on global health and applied medical anthropology, 
emphasizing concepts such as social suffering, stigma, structural violence, gender values, 
and people-centered health delivery. The thesis shows that the HIV/AIDS epidemic in 
Mafalala is closely related to a situation of deep poverty, an everyday struggle for the most 
basic necessities, a patronizing and insensitive health sector, stigma, cultural perceptions, 
and gender values. Moreover, the study demonstrates that understandings, treatments, 
and local prevention efforts concerning HIV/AIDS are related to religious, spiritual, and 
ethnomedical practices, and it argues for an integrative approach where socio-cultural and 
medical approaches should be applied together in combatting what one informant has called 
“the illness of the century.”


